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Introduction
Scope of this manual
This manual covers the practical requirements for the PSYC 206 Statistics and Research Design 
course. It deals with topics from descriptive statistics and histograms to Z scores, correlation, 
regression, null hypothesis significance testing, the normal curve, hypothesis testing with means, 
statistical power, effect size, t tests, ANOVA, multiple comparisons, factorial ANOVA and chi 
square. The primary tool used in this manual is the computer software STATISTICA. Step by step 
instructions are given on how to use STATISTICA in each topic.

Format of this manual
The material is presented in a series of 11 modules, 5 in the first volume and 6 in the second 
volume. Each module begins with a list of learning objectives to allow the student to monitor their 
own progress. It is these learning objectives that will be tested in the lab quizzes. The modules 
include a lesson in a concept of the statistical theory of Null Hypothesis Significance Testing, a 
lesson on the use of the computer software STATISTICA, and an exercise that applies the 
theoretical concept covered in the module using STATISTICA. Some of the modules also include 
Applets. These are small interactive computer programs that demonstrate the concepts being taught 
in the module. Students will be expected to read each module before attending the lab to complete 
the lab exercise

Theory

The conventions of rounding numbers
The standard conventions of rounding numbers apply to this course and the STATISTICA software 
used in this course. When rounding the first of the numbers to be dropped determines the whether 
the last remaining digit is rounded up or down. Numbers 5 to 9 round the digit up and numbers 0 to 
4 round the digit down

For example if 8.3162 were to be rounded to two decimal places (2dp) the 62 would be dropped.

     The number 6 is the first of the numbers to be dropped so it determines the rounding

         8.31   62        Dropped

The number 1 is the last of the remaining digits so it is the digit that is rounded.

In this case you should round up making 8.3162 into 8.32. It is good practice to report that you have 
rounded the number by indicating the level of accuracy you have used. In this case it is 2 decimal 
places (2dp). Therefore, 8.3162 becomes 8.32 (2dp). 

When doing calculations involving multiple steps a significant amount of error can arise from 
rounding at each step in the process. One way to reduce the error is to only round the final answer. 
Another option is to keep one decimal place for each step of the process. So if your final answer is 
to be reported to two decimal places and your calculation has four steps you start off with six 
decimal places and reduce by one decimal place after each step. However, you should only use the 
number of decimal places that are indicated by the accuracy of your measurement tool. If your data 
is lap times in Olympic cycling and is measured in hundredths of a second, then you should round 
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your calculations to hundredths of a second to avoid claiming a level of precision that you do not 
have. For all tests and assignments in this course rounding to 2 decimal places will be accepted.

STATISTICA

Logging on to the computer 
Holding down the ‘Ctrl’ key and the ‘Alt’ key while pressing the ‘Delete’ key brings up the login 
window. There you can enter your user code and password. Your user code will have been given to 
you on enrolment. It will be some thing like your initials followed by numbers (e.g. lsm19). It is 
printed on your Student ID card. Your user code is also used for your email address. All student 
email addresses are the student’s user code @student.canterbury.ac.nz, so if you know your 
classmate’s user code then you can email them. The ac in the address stands for academic 
community. Your user code and therefore your email address will stay with you throughout your 
student career at Canterbury. Your password will be the same as it was last year. If this is your first 
year at Canterbury then it will be printed on your pink fees receipt given to you on enrolment. If 
you have lost or forgotten your password then you will need to contact the IT help desk. 
If this is your first experience of using computers then I suggest that you make some time now to do 
the course offered by the IT department in the first weeks after enrolment. Information regarding 
this course is in your enrolment information. Spend some time early in your course playing around 
with the computer to familiarise yourself with how to use the basic programmes and the generic 
principles that apply to all programmes.  Some of these principles will be covered here.

Having logged on successfully you will be looking at the ‘Desktop’. In the bottom left hand corner 
of your screen is the ‘Start’ menu. If you click on this button it will give you access to everything 
on your computer. 

Opening and closing STATISTICA
To open STATISTICA follow these steps:

• Click on ‘Start’
• Click on ‘All Programs’
• Click on ‘STATISTICA 

6’
• Click on 

‘STATISTICA’

STATISTICA opens presenting 
you with a blank 10v by 10c 
data file. There are 10 columns 
for variables (v) and 10 rows 
for cases (c).
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You can add or delete variables and cases using the 
‘Vars’ and ‘Cases’ menus on the toolbar.

NB If you can’t find the menu on the toolbar that 
you are looking for, it may be hidden. Hidden menus 
are indicated by this double arrow head on 
the toolbar. If you click on it the hidden 
menus will be revealed.

To close STATISTICA click on the ‘close box’. 

This is in the top right hand corner of your screen. 
Next to the ‘close box’ is a button that will reduce your screen 
to a smaller window. If you are in the smaller window this 
button will change to a ‘Maximise’ button which will restore 
your window to a full screen. 
Next to this button is the minimise button. It will diminish your 
window to a button at the bottom of your screen. Clicking this 
button restores your screen. 

This is particularly useful if you are working with two programmes simultaneously.  For example 
you may put STATISTICA graphs and tables into a report written in Word. By minimising your 
windows you can move between the two programmes easily.

Using the calculator on the computer
The computer has a calculator which can be accessed through ‘All Programs’ under the ‘Start’ 
menu. On some computers it may be under ‘Accessories’ on the ‘All Programs’ menu. You simply 
‘press’ the buttons as you would a conventional calculator by clicking the left mouse button. 
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Module 1

At the end of this module students should be able to:
• compute descriptive statistics 
• make a frequency table
• display data using a histogram

At the end of this module students should be able use STATISTICA to:
• create/change/save/open a data file
• compute descriptive statistics 
• make a frequency table
• make a histogram
• copy tables and graphs into Word documents
• edit graphs in STATISTICA and Word

Theory 

Calculating Descriptive Statistics and making sense of them
Descriptive Statistics are numbers that describe your dataset. They might tell you how  big your 
dataset is, how far apart the smallest score is from the largest, which is the most common score, 
which is the middle score when they are all in order of size, and which is the “average” score. These 
are effectively measures of the dataset.
Descriptive statistics are the first thing we usually look at when dealing with a new dataset.

Measures: Symbol How to calculate it
Score X The value of a score
Number of scores N or n Add up the number of scores in your dataset
Maximum The score with the highest value
Minimum The score with the lowest value
Range The maximum minus the minimum
These measures describe your dataset.

Averages:  Symbol How to calculate it
Mean M or X Sum the scores together and divide by N
Median This is the middle score when they are in rank order 
Mode The most commonly occurring score
These averages allow you to find one figure to represent your dataset.

Variation: Symbol How to calculate it
Deviation The amount that each score deviates from the mean ( Mx − )
Variance S2     The sum of the squared deviations divided by        

the number of scores

Standard deviation S The square root of the variance ( )
n

Mx∑ − 2

The measures of variation tell how much spread there is in your dataset. This is important so that 
you have an indication of how well your average figure represents your dataset.
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STATISTICA

Creating/changing/saving/opening data files
When we open STATISTICA it gives us a blank datasheet with 10 columns for variables and 10 
rows for cases. To enter your data, begin by labelling the columns with the variable names for your 
dataset. In a simple dataset this will be the dependent variable that you have measured e.g. birth 
weights. Double click on the column title box (it will be labelled var1). You can enter the name of 
your variable into the ‘Name’ box which is automatically highlighted. Then click ‘OK’. 

You now need to decide how many cases you have to enter. If you have 16 birth weights then you 
have 16 cases. Your datasheet only has 10 at the moment so you need to add 6. Click on the ‘Cases’ 
menu at the top right of your toolbar and select ‘Add’ from the drop down menu. Type ‘6’ in the 
box that asks ‘How many’ and click ‘OK’. If you already have data entered in the column you can 
tell the computer to insert the new cases after the number of the last case that you have already 
entered before you click ‘OK’. 

Resizing the datasheet window 
In order to see the new cases that you have inserted you need to 
resize the window of your datasheet. 

Place the curser on the bottom right corner of your datasheet. You 
may need to move it around a little until it changes into a double 
ended arrow. While it is a double ended arrow you can press and 
hold the mouse button down while you move it. By dragging the 
corner in and out you can make the datasheet bigger or smaller.  

Placing the curser on the side or the bottom of the datasheet 
works in the same way allowing you to drag the side of the 
window in and out to change its size.

Now you are ready to enter your data. If you press ‘Enter’ after each measurement (e.g. birth 
weight) the cursor will move down to the next case. When you reach the bottom it will go to the top 
of the next column. Pressing the ‘Tab’ button moves the cursor across the columns.

Producing Descriptive Statistics 

Selecting Variables
Go to the ‘Statistics’ menu on the toolbar and select ‘Basic Statistics/Tables’ from the drop down 
menu. Select ‘Descriptive Statistics’ and click ‘OK’. You will see next to the ‘variables’ button the 
word ‘none’ written in blue. This tells you that no variables are selected for analysis. Click on the 
‘variables’ button to select the variable/s that you want descriptive statistics of. To select one 
variable you simply click on that variable name and click ‘OK’. To select more than one variable 
you need to hold down the ‘Ctrl’ key while you click on the required variables. To select a number 
of consecutive variables you can hold down the ‘Shift’ key while you click on the first and last 
variable that you require. This will select the variables that you clicked on and all of the variables in 
between. Then click ‘OK’. 

Selecting Descriptive Statistics
If you click on the ‘Advanced’ tab you can select the statistics that you want by clicking in the tick 
boxes next to each statistical analysis. Try selecting the Median and the Mode. Having chosen your 
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analyses you can click on either of the ‘Summary’ buttons to get the results. You may need to use 
the scroll bars or resize your window to see all of your results.

Producing Frequency Tables
To create a frequency table follow the same steps as for descriptive statistics. Go to the ‘Statistics’ 
menu and select ‘Basic Statistics/Tables’ from the drop down menu. Select ‘Descriptive Statistics’ 
and click ‘OK’. 

From this window you can 
select your variables; 
Select your descriptive 
statistics under the 
‘Advanced’ tab;
Get a summary of the 
descriptive statistics;
Make a frequency table of 
the selected variables data;
And make a histogram 
simply by left clicking on 
the appropriate button.
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To change the number of 
categories for frequency 
tables and histograms click 
on the ‘Normality’ tab. 
Type the ‘Number of 
intervals’ you require in the 
box or use the arrow buttons 
to change the ‘Number of 
intervals’. If the data is 
whole numbers selecting the 
‘Integer intervals’ may be 
more appropriate.
Then click the ‘Frequency 
tables’ or ‘Histograms’ 
button above.

Frequency Table Output
You can edit the title boxes if you wish to put in your own titles. Double click in the title box. Then 
select the words that you want to edit out and type in your own title.

Editing graphs and copying them into Word documents
You can change the titles, the scale, the bars, and the background of the histogram. 
Simply double click on the part of the histogram that you want to change. 
A window will appear that enables you to alter the graphs’ titles and characteristics.
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If you click on the 
background of the graph and 
then right click a menu will 
appear that allows you to 
‘copy graph’. You can then 
open a word document and 
paste your graph directly 
into it. If you decide that 
your graph isn’t quite right 
you can still edit it in Word 
in the same way as you did 
in STATISTICA.
To insert a text box select 
‘Text box’ from the ‘Insert’ 
menu and then drag the 
cursor across the graph 
where you want the box to 
appear. Then click in the 
box and start typing. You 

can resize the text box and move it in the same way as you would any other window. Text can be 
inserted into the graph in STATISTICA in much the same way.
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After pasting 
your graph into 
Word, try 
inserting a text 
box on your 
graph. It is 
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‘insert’ menu.



Lab Exercise 1

Imagine that you are researching the incidence of Meningococcal disease treated in Christchurch 
hospital in one year. You want to know how many people are affected by the disease and what age 
they are. The following data are the ages in years of all patients treated for Meningococcal disease 
in July and August.  

2, 7, 18, 0, 3, 2, 5, 17, 15, 1, 19, 32, 10, 8, 12, 18, 21, 6, 1, 4, 17, 2, 20, 0, 2, 18, (Fictional data).

1. Add the ages by hand or using a calculator. 
Sum =

2. Make a frequency table of the data. (The steps are on page 6 of the text).

3. Make a grouped frequency table of the data. Begin the minimum category at 0 and finish the 
maximum category at 34. The interval size should be 5. (i.e. 0-4, 5-9…30-34).

4. Draw a histogram from your grouped frequency table.
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5. What shape is the distribution? Is it symmetrical or skewed? What is the direction of any skew? 
Is it unimodal, bimodal, multimodal or rectangular?

6. Calculate the mean using your calculator. Be sure to label each number with a symbol from the 
formula. 

7. Calculate the variance .and include the results in a table.

8. Calculate the standard deviation.

9. Now Open STATISTICA. If a new spreadsheet does not open automatically, you will need to 
open one. 

10. Enter the label ‘Age’ in the variable name box of the first variable. 

11. Increase the number of cases to 26 and enter the data. 

12. Generate the following descriptive statistics for the data:
Sum= Compare the sum to what you calculated by hand. If they are different 

you may have made a data entry error.
N= This should be 26. If it is not 26 then you have entered the incorrect 

number of ages.

Mean=

Median=

Mode=

Range= How will you calculate this?

Std.Dev. =

13. How do these descriptive statistics compare to the ones that you calculated by hand?
Was the standard deviation the same? 
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14. What is there to note about the mean, median and mode? Are they similar? 
What does this say about our data set?

15. Generate a grouped frequency table with 8 categories. 

16. Generate a histogram with 7 categories.
What can you conclude from the histogram?
Which age groups are most at risk of Meningococcal disease?

17. Generate a histogram with 20 categories.
What can you conclude from the histogram?

Which age groups are most at risk of Meningococcal disease?

Have your conclusions changed at all?
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Module 2

At the end of this module students should be able to:
• compute z scores from raw scores 
• convert z scores back into raw scores
• display the relationship between two variables using a scatter plot
• calculate and correctly interpret the correlation between two variables

At the end of this module students should be able use STATISTICA to:
• write formulas for variables in the long-name box
• obtain z scores from raw scores 
• convert z scores into raw scores
• produce a scatter plot
• customise the appearance of a scatter plot
• place graphs side by side on screen
• compute correlation coefficients 

Theory

Computing and understanding Z scores
A Z score is a standardised measure of where a particular score fits in relation to the other scores in 
the dataset. Recall that the standard deviation may be understood as the average (mean) amount of 
deviation from the mean for that particular dataset. A Z score is simply the number of standard 
deviations away from the mean that a particular score falls. Therefore each raw score has a 
corresponding Z score that describes the position of that score in the distribution. A Z score that is 
positive indicates that the score is greater than the mean and a negative Z score indicates a raw 
score that is less than the mean.

Because there is a one-to-one correspondence between Z scores and raw scores, every distribution 
of raw scores is associated with a distribution of Z scores. For the distribution of raw scores, the 
horizontal (X) axis has the scale of the dependent variable. For the distribution of Z scores, the X 
axis has the scale of standard deviations.  

A point on a distribution can be described in terms of its raw score or its Z score (position). It is 
useful to be able to convert raw scores into Z scores and vice versa.
To find the Z score that corresponds to a specific raw score is to find the raw score’s location in the 
distribution. 
The formula is;    MX −   is the distance (i.e., difference) between the raw 

score and the mean.
Dividing by S gives us this distance between the raw and 

        the mean in units of standard deviations.

To find a raw score from a Z score we simply reverse the process.
The formula is: MSZX +×= .
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X = 7.5

M = 5.25

S = 1.3
To find Z for the point 
X=7.5 we follow the steps 
in the formula;
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Figure 2.1 The number of hour’s five year olds spent watching television in one weekend

Using scatter plots to represent the relationship between two variables
A scatter plot is a two dimensional graph that has one variable on each axis. Each point on the graph 
represents the scores for a single case on both variables. Graphing scores in this way allows us to 
see any patterns of relationship that may exist between the two variables. A relationship that can be 
approximated by a straight line is called a linear relationship. This straight line can be described by 
a mathematical formula. This formula appears in the title at the top of the graph. It states that the 
value for the y variable will be a (the point at which the line crosses the y axis) + b (the slope of the 
line) multiplied by the x variable value for that case. Once a linear relationship has been 
established between two variables then it is possible to use this formula to make predictions (we 
will go into this more deeply when we cover regression in Module 3).
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3.1
25.55.7 −=Z

8.1
25.2=Z

The mean 
Z score is 0.

The mean 
raw score 
is 5.25.

Z=1.25

X=7.5

25.1=Z

Therefore, X = 7.5 is 
located 1.25 standard 
deviations above the mean.

Now try converting the Z 
score back into the raw 
score using the formula; 

MSZX +×= .

Remember to multiply Z 
and S before you add M.



Example
The Happy Face Reindeer Company has measured the initial profitability of its employees 
after they have been employed for one month. Each employee’s profitability is then measured 
again after two years. The scatter plot in figure 2.2 below shows the results.  The company is 
interested to know if there is a relationship between an employee’s initial profitability and 
their profitability after two years. Initial profitability is on the horizontal (X) axis and 
profitability after 2 years is on the vertical (Y) axis.   The equation that describes the line on 
the graph states that the value for 2year profitability will be a (the point at which the line 
crosses the Y axis) + b (the slope of the line) multiplied by the initial profitability of that 
employee. 

E1 is an employee whose performance is very close to the average for the company.
Her initial profitability was 100. Using the equation from the line on the scatter plot 
we can calculate her 2year profitability.

XbaY ×+=ˆ a = 12.302, b = 0.95152, X = 100
1009515.030.12ˆ ×+=Y

45.107ˆ =Y
The 2year profitability for E1 is 107.45.

Have a good look at figure 2.2 and see what conclusions you can reach regarding the relationship 
between initial and 2year profitability.
 

Initial Profitability vs. 2year Profitability
2year Profitability = 12.302 + .95152 * Initial Profitability

Correlation: r = .86795
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Figure 2.2 Initial versus 2year profitability of employees for the Happy Face Reindeer Company.

What did you conclude?
The slope of the line tells us about the nature of the relationship. 
The line shows that the Y variable increases as the X variable increases indicating that the 
relationship is a positive one. Therefore, the value for b in the equation is positive.
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scores of 
profitability from 
one employee. The red line is the 

line of best fit. It 
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relationship 
between the two 
variables and is 
described in the 
prediction 
equation at the top 
of the graph.

E1

E1 is an employee whose initial 
profitability was 100 and whose 
2year profitability is 107.45.



The slope of the line is relatively steep – almost at a 45º angle indicating that as x increases by 
1 unit y also increases by almost 1 unit (0.9515 units as indicated by b in the formula). 
The points are close to the line particularly the points that fall below it. This shows that the 
relationship represented by the line is a strong one. The correlation r = 0.86795 quantifies the 
strength of the relationship.
The points scattered above the red line show the employees whose profitability increased 
more than the average in their first two years.
The dashed line has been added to show that the points that fall below the red line are virtually 
parallel. This tells us that none of the employees reduced their level of profitability. Good 
news for the employer! 

Calculating correlations and understanding what they mean
The degree and nature in which two variables are related to one another is called a correlation. 
Correlation is quantified in the form of the correlation coefficient (r). Values for r range from -1 for 
a perfect negative correlation and 1 for a perfect positive correlation. A coefficient of r = -1 is a 
perfect negative correlation indicating that the scores of the two variables move exactly the same 
number of units in opposite directions (scores on one variable increase as the scores on the other 
variable decrease). A coefficient of r =1 is a perfect positive correlation indicating that the two 
variables move exactly the same number of units in the same direction. A coefficient of r =0 
indicates no linear relationship as the scores of the variables behave independently of one another or 
they are related in a nonlinear way (i.e. neither a positive or negative slope to the line on the scatter 
plot). 

To calculate the correlation coefficient we find the mean of the cross products. The cross products 
are the Z scores of the two variables multiplied together. This is represented in the formula 

N
ZZ

r YX∑=  

Example
Each employee of the Happy Face Reindeer Company has a score of initial profitability and a 
score of current profitability. Each of these scores has a corresponding Z score associated with 
it. To calculate the correlation coefficient we need to follow these 4 steps:

1. Find the pair of Z scores for each employee.  
2. Multiply each employee’s pair of Z scores together to give us the “cross products”.

3. Sum the cross products.
4. Divide the sum by the number of employees.
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N
ZZ

r YX∑=
100

795.86=r 86795.0=r

Look back at figure 2.2 to see the correlation coefficient value in the title of the graph. It matches 
our calculation. Observe how the correlation coefficient relates to the points on the graph.

The points are close to the line, particularly the points that fall below it. This shows that the 
relationship represented by the line is a strong one. The correlation r = 0.86795 quantifies the 
strength of the relationship. If the points were scattered further away from the line the r value 
would be smaller and the line would not be as good an approximation of the data.

STATISTICA

Writing formulas for variables in the long-name box

• Double click here to 
open the Variable 1 
window.

• Type the name of 
the variable here.

• Type the description 
or formula for this 
variable here in the 
‘Long name box’.

The long-name box 
can be used to 
describe the variable 
using text or a 
formula that will be 
applied and the results 
will be displayed in 
the cells of this 
variable’s column. 
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E.g. 1. Temperature taken at midday in ºC.
2. ‘=5/9*(v2-32)’ Note v2 means variable 2.



The value that appears in the first cell under Temp C will be the result of the formula applied to the 
first value that appears in the first cell under Temp F.

If the formula is correct this box will 
appear. Click ‘Yes’ and the formula 
will be applied to the variable.

If there is a problem with the formula a 
box will appear indicating what the 
problem is.

Producing correlation coefficients
Correlation coefficients are presented in a correlation matrix. To produce a correlation matrix:

• Select ‘Basic Statistics/Tables’ from the ‘Statistics’ menu.
• Double click on ‘Correlation matrices’.
• Click on the ‘One variable list’ button.
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Both a formula and a 
text description can 
be typed into the 
long name box. The 
formula comes first. 
Put a semicolon at 
the end of the 
formula if you want 
to add text.



• A window will appear 
containing a list of all of the 
variables in the spreadsheet 
that is currently active.

• Click on the variables that are 
to be compared.

• To select two or more 
variables in a row, click and 
drag the cursor over them. 
Alternatively, click on the 
first variable and then hold 
down the ‘Shift’ key while 
clicking on the last variable 
required.

• To select multiple variables 
that are not together in the 
list, hold down the ‘Ctrl’ key 
while clicking on the 
variables required.

This is what the out put looks 
like. It is in a matrix. Every 
variable selected is correlated 
with every other variable that has 
been selected. This means that 
the table contains all of the 
information twice as height is 
correlated with weight and 
weight is correlated with height. The numbers in red are correlation coefficients that are 
statistically significant at p<.05. This means that there is less than a 5% chance of a correlation 
this strong or stronger being obtained if the two variables were not correlated at all. In this case 
r = 0.2. This is a small but significant positive correlation.

Producing Scatter plots
Scatter plots can be found on 
the Prob. & Scatter plots’ tab in 
‘Descriptive Statistics’.
Select the variables in the 
normal way and click on the 
‘2D scatterplot’ button.
STATISTICA will bring up a 
window for you to assign each 
variable to the horizontal (X) or 
vertical (Y) axis. Click on the variable required in the list provided. 
Scatter plots are also found under the ‘Graphs’ menu on the toolbar and on the ‘Advanced/plot’ tab 
in ‘Correlation matrices’. Note that scatter plots generated from the ‘Graphs’ menu do not put the 
correlation coefficient in the title.
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With the variables selected, click 
on the ‘Summary: Correlation 
matrix’ button. 



Customising scatter plots and graphs
Graphs can be edited and customised by double clicking on the background around the graph. This 
brings up a menu of ‘All Options’ for the settings on the graph.
Here are just some 
of the features you 
can adjust.

• Edit titles 
• Add plot 

labels
• Add or 

remove 
confidence 
interval bands

• Change 
the labels of 
your scales

• Add or 
remove grid 
lines

Look under the 
insert menu on the 
toolbar to see 
what shapes can 
be drawn on the 
graph by clicking 
and dragging.
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Placing graphs side by side
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To place two graphs or tables side 
by side on the screen, right click 
on the window name in the path 
diagram. This menu will appear. 
Go down to ‘Extract as stand-
alone window’ and select ‘Copy’. 
The graph will now appear in a 
new window. The graph can be 
moved around the screen by 
clicking on the blue title bar and 
dragging it. As many windows as 
desired can be viewed on the 
screen together by resizing the 
windows to make them fit.



Lab Exercise 2

Imagine that you are researching the accuracy of eyewitnesses at recognising the assailant in a 
police line up. You want to know if there is a relationship between the accuracy of the eyewitness 
and the time it takes them to recognize the assailant. Eyewitnesses were asked to describe the 
assailant’s features that they remembered from a list of 10 characteristics (such as height, hair 
colour, build etc.). The witnesses were then asked to pick the assailant out of a line up. The time 
taken for the witness to correctly identify the assailant was recorded. Witnesses who incorrectly 
identified an assailant are not included in this analysis.  

Here are the first 10 times (in seconds) that it took 10 eyewitnesses to identify assailants.

  9.45,  7.99 , 9.29 , 11.66 , 12.16 , 10.18 , 8.04 , 11.46 , 9.20 , 10.34 , (Fictional data).

1. Find the mean and standard deviation using a calculator. 

2. Write the formula for calculating Z scores. Calculate the Z score for each of the first 3 raw scores 
above. 

3. Here are the Z scores for three of the times shown above. Rearrange your Z score formula to 
calculate the raw scores for each of the following Z scores.

-1.105 1.220 0.263
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4. Now Open STATISTICA.

5. Open the STATISTICA file ‘Witness’. 

6. Enter the label ‘Time’ in the first variable name box. 

7. Generate descriptive statistics for the variable ‘Time’. What are the mean and standard deviation?

8. Enter the label ‘Deviation’ in the second variable name box. Enter the formula for deviation from 
the mean for the variable ‘Time’. It will resemble ‘ MX −= ’. STATISTICA will not accept this, so 
what do you need to change to make it work? (Clue: STATISTICA needs to know where to find X 
and what is the value of M.).When your formula works write it here.

9. Enter the label ‘Zscore’ in the third variable name box. Enter the formula for the Z scores for the 
variable ‘Time’. You can make the formula use the variable ‘Deviation’ or ‘Time’. When your 
formula works write it here.

You still don’t know if there is a relationship between the accuracy of the eyewitness and the time it 
takes them to recognize the assailant. Recall that eyewitnesses were asked to describe the assailant’s 
features that they remembered from a list of 10 characteristics (such as height, hair colour, build 
etc.). The eyewitness descriptions were recorded as the number of correctly and incorrectly 
remembered features. 

10. Open the STATISTICA file ‘Features’.  There is a description of each variable in the long-name 
box. Can you find the description?

11. Generate a correlation matrix of the 3 variables. What do the results say about the nature of the 
correlation?

12. Add three variables to your spreadsheet. Label the first new variable “True Zscore”, label the 
second “False Zscore” and the third “Cross products”. Enter the formula for the Zscore into the 
long-name box for “True Zscore” and “False Zscore”. Note: You will need to use the standard 
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deviations given to you by your tutor as it is calculated using N in the denominator, 
STATISTICA uses N-1.

13. You now have two variables containing ZX and ZY. Enter the formula for the cross products into 
the long-name box of the third new variable. What do you think the formula will be? Find the mean 
of the variable “Cross products”. What does this figure represent? Does it match the figure provided 
by STATISTICA earlier?

14. Make two scatter plots of ‘True Features’ and ‘False Features’ versus ‘Time’. Which axis will 
you assign each variable to? Place the two scatter plots side by side on your screen. 

15. Customise your graphs by removing the confidence interval bands and change the scale values 
on the x axis by switching the ‘skip values’ function off. Finally add your name to the graph title. 

16. What can you conclude from the correlation coefficients and the scatter plots about the 
relationship between feature recall accuracy and the time taken to recognize the assailant?
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Module 3

At the end of this module students should be able to:
• use bivariate regression to predict scores with the raw score prediction formula
• apply the intercept
• apply the gradient
• determine the amount of error

At the end of this module students should be able use STATISTICA to:
• produce multiple regression results
• find the slope and intercept 
• find the error of a multiple regression model 
• find the accuracy of the regression model 

Theory

Bivariate Regression
Once a linear relationship between two variables has been established, the relationship can be used 
to make predictions. The value for a particular case on one variable can be predicted based on the 
value for that case on the other variable. 
There are two methods for predicting values using bivariate regression. One method predicts raw 
scores from raw scores and the other method uses Z scores. As we saw in Module 2, Z scores 
describe a value in terms of its location relative to the distribution. 

The Raw Score Prediction Formula
We can use scatter plots to display the relationship between two variables. A scatter plot is a two 
dimensional graph that has one variable on each axis. Each point on the graph represents the scores 
for a single case on both variables. Graphing scores like this allows us to see any patterns of 
relationship that may exist between the two variables. A relationship pattern that can be 
approximated by a straight line is called a linear relationship. This straight line can be described by 
the raw score prediction equation. This equation states that the value for the y variable (on the 
vertical axis of the scatter plot) will be a (the point at which the line crosses the y axis) + b (the 
slope of the line) multiplied by the x variable value (on the horizontal axis of the scatter plot) for 
that case. Once a relationship is established between two variables then it is possible to use the raw 
score prediction equation to estimate the score on the y variable using the score on the x variable for 
any given case.

Example
The Happy Face Reindeer Company has measured the initial profitability of its employees 
after they have been employed for one month. Each employee’s profitability is then measured 
again after two years. The scatter plot in figure 3.1 below shows the results.  The company is 
interested to know if it is possible to predict an employee’s profitability after two years 
(‘2year Profitability’) from their initial profitability. Initial profitability is on the horizontal 
(X) axis and 2year profitability is on the vertical (Y) axis.  Initial profitability is on the X axis 
because it is the variable being used to predict the 2year profitability. 
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Initial Profitability vs. 2year Profitability
2year Profitability = 12.302 + .95152 * Initial Profitability

Correlation: r = .86795
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Figure 3.1 Initial versus 2year profitability of employees for the Happy Face Reindeer Company.

The raw score prediction equation states that the value for 2year profitability will be a (the 
point at which the line crosses the Y axis, called the ‘intercept’) + b (the slope of the line) 
multiplied by the initial profitability of that employee. 

Bob is a new employee whose initial profitability is 121. What is his profitability likely 
to be in 2 years time?
Using the raw score prediction equation from the line on the scatter plot we can 
calculate his likely future profitability.

XbaY ×+=ˆ a = 12.30, b = 0.9515, X = 121
1219515.030.12ˆ ×+=Y

43.127ˆ =Y
Thus, the predicted profitability after 2 years for Bob is 127.43.  

Bivariate Prediction from Z scores
When using Z scores in bivariate prediction we use the standardised regression coefficient, β (beta). 
It describes the relationship between the Z scores of the two variables. For bivariate regression, the 
best estimate of β is the correlation coefficient that describes the relationship between the raw 
scores of the two variables. So, for bivariate regression, β = r.
To predict the Z score for Y from the Z score for X we then use the Z score prediction formula:

))((ˆ
XY ZZ β=   This may also be written as ))((ˆ

XY ZrZ =
Example
Returning to The Happy Face Reindeer Company, we can test this formula on Bob the new 
employee. We know that the value for β will be r, and r = 0.86795. The mean for initial 
profitability is M =99.47 and the standard deviation is S = 14.366. Bob’s raw score for initial 
profitability is X = 121. Bob’s Z score for initial profitability is:
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Each point 
represents two 
scores of 
profitability from 
one employee. The red line is the 

line of best fit. It 
represents the 
average 
relationship 
between the two 
variables and is 
described in the 
prediction 
equation at the top 
of the graph.

An estimate of Bob’s 
predicted performance 
after two years.

366.14
47.99121 −=Z 499.1=Z



Using the Z score prediction formula we can predict the Z score of Bob’s profitability in two 
years time:

)499.1)(86795.0(ˆ =YZ 301.1ˆ =YZ
We can check that this is correct by converting it back into a raw ‘2year Profitability’ score 
and comparing it to raw score prediction calculated above.

 YYY MSZY +×= ˆˆ 94.106750.15301.1ˆ +×=Y 43.127ˆ =Y

STATISTICA

Running a Regression Analysis

To run a regression analysis:
• Select ‘Multiple 

Regression’ from the 
‘Statistics’ menu.

• Click the ‘Variables’ 
button to select the 
variables.

• Click ‘OK’ to run the 
analysis.

The multiple regression results come up in a box like the one below. To get a summary of the 
results click on the ‘Summary: Regression results’ button underneath the results box. This is where 
the slope and intercept are found.
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For a summary 
of the results, 
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Proportionate reduction in error



Where to find the Slope and Intercept for the Raw Score Prediction Formula
The slope and intercept are found in the column labelled “B” in the ‘Regression results Summary’.
The intercept is ‘a’ and the slope is ‘b’. The correlation is ‘β’.

Regression Summary for Dependent Variable: Current Profitability (Profitability) 
R= .86794897 R²= .75333541 Adjusted R²= .75081842 F(1,98)=299.30 p

Beta Std.Err. B Std.Err. t(98) p-level

Intercept 12.30224 5.527637 2.22559 0.028334

Initial Profitability 0.867949 0.050170 0.95152 0.055000 17.30031 0.000000

What do the Various Measures of Error of a Multiple Regression Model Mean?
• ‘The standard error of the estimate’ measures the spread of the observed values about the 

regression line, and is analogous to the standard deviation in that it measures the typical or 
representative deviation of a point from the line.

• R2 is the proportionate reduction in error.  It is the relative reduction in prediction error 
when we use the regression line to predict the dependent variable, compared to always 
predicting the mean value of the dependent variable (i.e., if we didn’t have the regression 
line to make predictions).  Alternatively, R2 may be interpreted as the percentage of variance 
in the dependent variable that can be attributed to the independent variable (‘percent 
variance accounted for’).  

• Adjusted R2 is used to estimate the ‘true’ value of R2 for a population on the basis of a 
sample.  It is always somewhat less than R2; the degree of adjustment depends on the sample 
size.  In technical terms, R2 is a biased estimator of the population R2; adjusted R2 corrects 
for this bias. 
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Lab Exercise 3

Imagine that you are employed by the ministry of education. Your job is to provide population 
growth information to the planning committee. You have obtained census data from Statistics New 
Zealand describing the number of children enrolled at school for the last seven years and the 
number of teachers funded by the government. 

1. Open STATISTICA.

2. Open the STATISTICA file ‘Teachers’.. The variable ‘Enrolments’ contains the number of 
students enrolled at school in a given year. The value for ‘This year’ is an estimate provided by 
Statistics New Zealand.

3. Create a scatter plot with ‘Enrolments’ on the x axis and ‘Teachers’ on the y axis. 

4. What is the nature of the relationship between these two variables?

5. Run a regression to find the raw score prediction formula. Which variable will you select as the 
dependent variable? 

6. What is the raw score prediction formula?

7. What is the proportionate reduction in error?  

8. Statistics New Zealand has extrapolated the data to establish the number of children expected to 
enrol next year. You are required to advise the planning committee on the number of teachers that 
will need to be funded based on the anticipated enrolments.  Using the raw score prediction formula 
that you have just determined, calculate the number of teachers required for next year (use your 
calculator). 
The anticipated number of enrolments is 745,253. What is the required number of teachers? 

9. Put the required number of teachers in your spreadsheet. Recreate the scatter plot of ‘Enrolments’ 
versus ‘Teachers’. Save this graph. Can you find the point that you have just added?
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10. The actual enrolment numbers for this year are now available. 720,987 students are enrolled at 
school this year. Change the number of enrolments for this year on your spreadsheet. Create a new 
scatter plot with ‘Enrolments’ on the x axis and ‘Teachers’ on the y axis. Compare this graph to the 
one you saved earlier. How are the graphs different? 

Can you identify the point that has changed? 

11. Perform the Regression analysis again. What has happened to the raw score prediction formula 
and the correlation? 

Can you tell why?

12. What is the new proportionate reduction in error? 

Is this what you would have expected given the changes to the raw score prediction formula and the 
correlation?
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Module 4

At the end of this module students should be able to:
• explain the logic of Null Hypothesis Significance Testing
• recognise the normal distribution
• describe the characteristics of the normal distribution
• use these characteristics in statistical analyses
• determine when to use one tailed and two tailed tests
• determine cut-off scores and use them to make conclusions about significance
• use sampling as a means of estimating the characteristics of a population

At the end of this module students should be able use STATISTICA to:
• use macros to generate samples

Theory

The logic of Null Hypothesis Significance Testing
Null Hypothesis Significance Testing is a tool for designing research and analysing the data that 
comes out of that research. This research design works on the basis of the following;

• measurements of the target feature are normally distributed in a population according to the 
Central Limit Theorem (see below)

• the aim of the research is to establish whether there is one population or two that differ in 
respect to the target feature

• the Null Hypothesis describes the scenario that there is only one population
• the Research Hypothesis describes the scenario that there are two populations that differ in 

respect to the target feature
• the characteristics of a comparison distribution that describes the null hypothesis are 

already available or are found as part of the research procedure
• data are collected to create a research hypothesis distribution that can then be compared to 

the comparison distribution
• if the two distributions are different enough to meet statistical significance it can be 

concluded that there are two populations that differ in respect to the target feature

The Central Limit Theorem is a mathematical principle that describes the tendency for randomly 
selected scores from a population to approximate the normal curve. This tendency is useful to 
researchers as it provides them with a means of measuring normality. Once it is possible to estimate 
what is normal we can then find what is not normal. This is done using the area under the curve to 
estimate the proportion of the population that has above or below a particular score. It is then 
possible to say that less than 5% of the population score above a particular point. If the researcher 
then finds that 50% of their research group score above that particular point then it is likely that the 
research group represent a different population. The point on the comparison distribution that 
corresponds to 5% of the population is termed the cut-off or critical value. Psychology researchers 
most commonly use cut-off values of 5% or 1%.
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The comparison subject comes from the population distribution shown here. Based on the 
dependent variable scores for the research subject there is only a 5% chance that it came from the 
population distribution shown here. The researcher is therefore likely to conclude that the research 
subject comes from an alternative distribution with a mean that is higher than the population 
distribution shown here.

The characteristics of the normal distribution
• unimodal
• symmetrical
• the mean, median and mode are the same 
• bell shaped curve

Calculating Cut-off Scores 
Cut-off scores are calculated using Z scores. Recall that a Z score is the number of standard 
deviations away from the mean that a raw score lies. There is a relationship between standard 
deviations from the mean and the proportion of the population distribution under the curve. The 
area under the curve from the mean to the first standard deviation contains approximately 34% of 
the population. The area under the curve from the first standard deviation to the second standard 
deviation contains approximately 14% of the population. This relationship enables the proportion of 
the population to be calculated using Z scores. The distribution below shows the approximate 
population percentage contained within each standard deviation. The calculations have been done 
and are provided in your statistics textbook..
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Examples
The Z score cut-off for the top 5% is 1.645 standard deviations above the mean. This is a 
one tailed alpha value.
The Z score cut-off for the lowest 1% is -2.33 standard deviations below the mean. This is a 
one tailed alpha value.
The Z score cut-off for the most extreme 5% in a two tailed test is ±1.96 standard deviations 
above and below the mean. This is a two tailed alpha value.
The Z score cut-off for the most extreme 1% in a two tailed test is ±2.575 standard 
deviations above and below the mean. This is a two tailed alpha value.

When to use one tailed and two tailed tests
The ends of the bell curve are called the tails of the distribution. When determining the cut-off value 
for comparison with research data the 5% alpha can be in either one tail or the other or it can be 
split evenly between the two tails. Which option is most appropriate depends on the research 
question. Research questions looking for differences in a particular direction use a one-tailed test 
with the 5% alpha all in the tail of interest to the research. Research questions looking for a 
difference in any direction use a two-tailed test splitting the 5% alpha into 2.5% in each tail.

Using Sampling as a Means of Estimating the Characteristics of a Population
It is very rare for the characteristics of the comparison population to be known before embarking on 
research. Therefore, they are estimated from a random sample of the population.

To maximise the accuracy of the estimate the sample needs to be:
• random
• as large as possible
• accurately measured

When estimating the standard deviation and the variance of a population from a sample, it has been 

found that the formula S = ( )
n

Mx∑ − 2

under estimates the standard deviation. This can be 
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corrected by changing the denominator from n to n-1 giving the formula S = ( )
1

2

−
−∑

n
Mx for 

estimating a population parameter from the sample.

Using the Characteristics of the Normal Distribution in Statistical Analyses
• Is a one or two 

tailed test 
required?

• What are the cut-
off Z scores on 
the comparison 
distribution?

• Convert the Z 
score to a raw 
score.

• What is your 
sample score?

• Is it more 
extreme than the 
cut-off raw 
score(s)?

 Yes. Conclusion: 
the sample is significantly different to the comparison. 

 No. Conclusion: There is no significant difference between the sample and the comparison 
so the results are said to be inconclusive.

STATISTICA

Running Macros in STATISTICA
A Macro is a miniature program that users (Advanced) can create to do a particular task. Once a 
macro has been created users at any level can run it. If the macro is designed to generate data of 
some kind there needs to be an open spreadsheet to run it. 

• Open the macro file. The 
Toolbar at the top of the 
screen will change. The 
macro window will appear 
filled with code. Ignore 
what is in the window.

• A new menu ‘Run’ has 
appeared in the toolbar. To 
activate the macro, select 
‘Run Macro’ from the 
‘Run’ menu.

• When the macro has 
finished, either close it or 
diminish it if it will be 
needed again. 
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Lab Exercise 4

Imagine that you have run an experiment with 200 participants randomly assigned to the research 
and control group with half of the participants in each group. The comparison group have been 
shown a series of pictures of objects. Each picture is viewed twice in a row for 10 seconds. This is 
the control condition. The research group have been shown the same series of pictures of objects. 
Each picture is viewed once for 10 seconds followed by a picture of the object in the context in 
which it would be used for 10 seconds. This is the association condition. The participants were then 
required to recall as many objects as they could in 5 minutes. You now need to analyse the data to 
determine whether or not the association condition improves recall.

1.  Hypothesis test
a. Reframe the question into a research hypothesis and a null hypothesis about populations.

Null hypothesis:

Research hypothesis:

2. Open STATISTICA. Open the spreadsheet ‘. Open the macro ‘GenMemCont’. Run the macro. 
The first variable column should fill up with data. These data are the number of objects correctly 
recalled by the comparison group in the control condition.

3. Compute descriptive statistics for the comparison group data.

b. Determine the characteristics of the comparison distribution.

4. Will you use a two tailed test or a one tailed test? 

c. Determine the cutoff raw score on the comparison distribution at which the null hypothesis  
should be rejected.
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5. Open the macro ‘GenMemory’. Run the macro. The second variable column should fill up with 
data. These data are the number of objects correctly recalled by the research group in the 
association condition. Compare the score from case one with your cut-off raw score.

d. Determine your sample’s score on the comparison distribution, and decide whether or not to  
reject the null hypothesis.  

What do you conclude? 

6. Compare the scores from the next nine cases with your cut-off raw score. What do you conclude? 

7. How many of the first 10 cases reach significance? 

8. Generate a histogram of the research group data. Have the horizontal axis displayed in ‘Integer 
intervals’ rather than categories. 

9. Can you estimate from your histogram what proportion of the 100 cases fall beyond the cut-off 
raw score? How does your estimate compare to the significant proportion that you found in question 
7?

10. What is the problem with this method of significance testing where you compare an individual 
score to the cut-off raw score?
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Module 5

At the end of this module students should be able to:
• explain the concept of distributions of means
• test hypotheses using the distributions of means
• estimate the standard deviation of the distribution of means
• calculate effect sizes 
• use effect size to make meaningful conclusions within the context of our research
• explain the concept of statistical power
• explain why statistical power is important
• calculate statistical power
• make meaningful conclusions about research based on its statistical power

At the end of this module students should be able use STATISTICA to:
• create multiple histograms
• use the Probability Calculator

Theory

Distributions of Means
Recall that in Module 4 a score was compared to a population of scores to establish if the score was 
beyond the significance cut-off point. Most research is done using larger samples than one. 
However, if there is more than one score in the sample – which score is used to compare to the 
comparison distribution? The most representative score for the sample is the mean. Using the mean 
to represent the sample reduces the likelihood of the sample score being from the tails of the 
population distribution because it is moderated by the scores from both ends of the sample. So, if 
the score being tested is a mean then the distribution that it is being compared to must be a 
distribution of means. The degree to which a mean is unlikely to occur in the tails of the population 
distribution is determined by the size of the sample. Therefore, for every sample size there is a 
theoretical distribution of means of samples of that size.
The lab exercise at the end of this module demonstrates the effect of sample size on the standard 
deviation of each distribution of means. As the sample size increases, the standard deviation of the 
distribution of means decreases. 

To test the logic of this, imagine the largest possible sample size measuring the weights of yellow 
eyed penguin eggs laid in a colony that produced 100 eggs - a sample size of 100 eggs. How many 
means will be in the distribution of means of sample size 100? Only 1 as there is only one sample of 
100 eggs possible. Now imagine the smallest sample size - a sample size of 1 egg. How many 
means will be in the distribution of means of sample size 1? 100 as each weight is a mean of a 
sample size of 1 egg. The distribution of means of sample size 100 has the smallest standard 
deviation because it only contains 1 mean. The distribution of means of sample size 1 has the 
largest standard deviation because it contains 100 means covering the entire spread of the 
population.

Estimating the standard deviation of a distribution of means
The standard deviation of the distribution of means can be estimated from the population standard 
deviation if it is known. Each distribution of means has a different standard deviation dependent on 
the value of N. the formula for estimating the standard deviation of the distribution of means is:
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N
M

σσ =   Mσ  is the standard deviation of the distribution of means. 

σ is the population standard deviation. N is the sample size.

Effect Sizes 
Effect size is a measure of just how different the mean of the research distribution is to the mean of 
the comparison distribution. Effect size is measured in standard deviations on the population 
distribution. Effect size is calculated by dividing the difference between the means of the 
distributions by the population standard deviation. The symbol for this effect size is Cohen’s d.

σ
µµ 21 −

=d . 1µ  is the mean for the research distribution. 2µ  is the mean for the 

comparison distribution. σ  is the standard deviation for the population from which the comparison 
distribution is drawn.

Effect sizes are often reported in the research literature as they tell us more than standard 
significance testing on its own. When interpreting effect sizes it is important to bear in mind the 
context of the application. For example, a small effect size in the field of cancer research may 
equate to 15 lives saved per year in New Zealand. This is an important development especially to 
those 15 people and their families. However, a small effect size in another scenario may equate to a 
difference that is not large enough to have any real benefit. With these considerations in mind there 
are conventions about what constitutes a small medium or large effect size.

A large effect size is d = 0.8 and above.
A medium effect size is d = 0.5 and up to but not including d = 0.8.
A small effect size is d = 0.2 and up to but not including d = 0.5.

Statistical Power
Statistical power is a measure of the likelihood that the research design employed will find a 
difference between the research sample and the comparison distribution where there is a difference 
to find. It is important to have some idea of the statistical power of a research design at the 
beginning as a low level of statistical power can mean a waste of effort and resources. The features 
of research design that affect statistical power are:

• sample size – larger sample sizes are more powerful
• alpha value – larger alpha values are more powerful
• effect size – larger effect sizes are more powerful – note that effect size (d) depends on the 

difference between the population means and the population standard deviation

80% power is considered desirable before proceeding with a research design. 

The Research Hypothesis      The Research Hypothesis
is true      is false

Reject Null Hypothesis Correct Decision; probability 
(p) = power.

Type I Error; probability 
(p) = alpha.

Fail to Reject Null Hypothesis
Type II Error; probability (p) = 
beta.

Correct Decision; 
probability (p) = 1-alpha.

Power + beta = 1.       Alpha + (1-alpha) = 1
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The total area under each curve is equal to 1. The area under the Comparison distribution (in blue) 
is made up of alpha and 1-alpha (1 – alpha + alpha = 1).
The area under the Research distribution (in red) is divided into two regions:  power (to the right of 
the cutoff) and beta (to the left of the cutoff). Therefore, to find the value of power we convert the Z 
score cut-off value into a raw score cut-off point beyond which is alpha on the comparison 
distribution and power on the research distribution. The raw score will be the same on both 
distributions. However, each distribution has its own Z score scale so the Z scores will be 
different. 
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Raw Score Scale

beta (β) = type II error

Research 
Hypothesis is 
false
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alpha

power
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Each distribution has its own Z score scale. Both distributions share the same Raw score scale 
they just occupy different positions on it.

Step 1. Determine the Z score of the cut-off point on the comparison distribution.

Because the raw score scale applies to both distributions we use the raw scores to translate between 
the distributions’ Z score scales. 

Step 2. Find the raw score on the comparison distribution that corresponds to the Z score.
Step 3. Convert the raw score into a Z score on the research distribution.
Step 4.  Find the proportion of the research distribution that falls beyond the Z score. This is the 
value of the power for the research design.

Example
Calculate the power for a one tailed research design with the alpha level at 5%. The Z score on the 
comparison distribution is Z = 1.645. The mean and standard deviation for the comparison 
distribution are Mµ  = 2.7 and Mσ = 1.314, and the mean and standard deviation for the research 
distribution are Mµ  = 5.48 and Mσ  = 1.322.

Step 1.  The Z score of the cut-off point on the comparison distribution is Z = 1.645.
Step 2. The raw score on the comparison distribution that corresponds to the Z score is 

MMZX µσ +×=  
7.2314.1645.1 +×=X

86.4=X .
Step 3. The Z score on the research distribution that corresponds to the raw score 86.4=X  is
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 Research Distribution
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Raw Score Scale

-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3    Z scores for the Research Distribution-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 Z scores for the Comparison Distribution



( )
M

MXZ
σ

µ−=

( )
322.1

48.586.4 −=Z

47.0−=Z .

Step 4.  From the tables: the % from the mean to a Z score of -0.47 is 18.08%. Because this Z score 
is negative the mean of the research distribution is beyond the original cut-off point. Therefore, the 
percentage beyond Z is 50 + 18.08 = 68.08%. Therefore, this research design has 68.08% power.

STATISTICA

Creating multiple histograms

• Select 
‘Histograms’ from 
the ‘Graphs’ menu.

• Select the 
variables to be 
displayed by clicking 
the ‘Variables’ 
button.

• Click on 
‘Multiple’ under 
‘Graph type:’.

• Click ‘OK’

The resulting histogram 
displays all of the 
selected variables in 
different colours.
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Using the Probability Calculator
The Probability Calculator is the last item on the ‘Statistics’ menu. It is used to calculate Z scores 
and raw scores and the area under the curve. This eliminates the need for looking up tables. To 
access the Probability Calculator is accessed by selecting it from the ‘Statistics’ menu and selecting 
‘Distributions’.

The Probability Distribution Calculator window
This is how it appears when opened. Notice the Z (Normal) distribution is highlighted. All of the 
calculations will be based on the normal distribution until an alternative is selected from the list by 
clicking on it. 

                      

Calculating 
proportions 
from raw 
scores

Recall from the earlier 
power calculation example 
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Enter the 
distribution mean 
and standard 
deviation here. The 
mean and standard 
deviation of the Z 
scale are shown.p is the area 

under the 
curve. The 
shaded area 
shows p. 

A tick in the 
‘Inverse’ box 
calculates X from 
p. X is the point on 
the X or Z scale 
that determines the 
boundary of the 
area under the 
curve.

A tick in the 
‘(1-Cumulative p)’ 
box changes p to the 
area beyond X.



that 68% of the research distribution was beyond the raw score of 4.86. By entering the mean and 
standard deviation of the research distribution and entering the raw score value, the probability 
calculator computed the area under the curve up to the raw score value. For the power calculation 
the area under the curve beyond the raw score value is required so the (1-Cumulative p) option is 
ticked. When using this option it is helpful to turn the ‘Fixed Scaling’ off to see the ‘Density 
Function’. (See the next window).

Calculating proportions from Z scores
Using the same power 
calculation example, the 
proportion of the research 
distribution beyond the Z 
score of -0.47 can be 
calculated on the Z score 
scale. By entering the 
mean and standard 
deviation of the Z score 
scale and entering the Z 
score value, the probability 
calculator computed the 
area under the curve 
beyond the Z score value 
(Note: the (1-Cumulative 
p) option is ticked). The 
‘Fixed Scaling’ option is 
off. The picture in the 
‘Density Function’ box shows the proportion that was calculated as the shaded area under the curve.
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Lab Exercise 5

Imagine that you are doing an experiment for the LTSA (Land Transport Safety Authority). The 
government is considering reducing the legal blood alcohol limit for driving from 80 to 50. The 
LTSA have previous data from NZ drivers which indicates that the average number of errors made 
by a driver with a blood alcohol level of 80 in a driving simulator test is 16 and the standard 
deviation is 5. Your job is to test whether drivers with a blood alcohol level of 50 would make 
significantly fewer errors.  

The experiment was conducted in four different locations across the country, as follows:  First, the 
participants were given alcohol to drink. When the blood alcohol level reached 50, the participants 
were tested using a driving simulator and the number of driving errors recorded. Each location used 
a different number of participants. Dunedin had a sample size of N = 5, Christchurch had a sample 
size of N = 25, Wellington had a sample size of 
N = 100 and Auckland had a sample size of N = 1000.

Part I: Hypothesis testing with distributions of means.

1.  Hypothesis test
a. Reframe the question into a research hypothesis and a null hypothesis about populations.

Null hypothesis:

Research hypothesis:

2. Open STATISTICA. Open a new spreadsheet with 1000 cases and 5 variables. Label the first 
column ‘Dunedin’, the second column ‘Christchurch’, the third column ‘Wellington’ and the fourth 
column Áuckland’. Open the macros ‘GenDunedinCont’, ‘GenChristchurchCont’, 
‘GenWellingtonCont’ and ‘GenAucklandCont’ .These macros will generate control data for each of 
the sites based on the sample size used at that site. The data are 1000 mean numbers of driving 
errors recorded from samples of 5, 25, 100, and 1000 participants with a blood alcohol level of 80 
who were tested using a driving simulator. Run the macros. The first four variable columns should 
fill up with data. 
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3. The LTSA was able to tell you that the mean number of driving errors made by drivers with a 
blood alcohol level of 80 is 16 and the standard deviation is 5. Calculate the standard deviation of 
the distribution of means for each of the four cities.  How do these values compare with the 
standard deviations of the data that you generated in Step 2? 

4. Generate a multiple histogram of the four distributions of means. What do you notice about the 
distributions?

5. Will you use a two tailed test or a one tailed test? What is the appropriate cut-off Z score for an 
alpha of p = 0.05?

6. Calculate the cut-off raw score for each site on the appropriate comparison distribution. Enter 
your answers in the table below.

c. Determine the cutoff raw score on the comparison distribution at which the null hypothesis  
should be rejected.

Dunedin Christchurch Wellington Auckland
Cut-off raw score
Sample Mean
Conclusion
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Part II: Power and Effect size

Before the national study that you carried out in Part I could go ahead, a pilot study was done. The 
pilot study was done in Hamilton using a group of 100 participants. The participants were given 
alcohol to drink. When their blood alcohol level reached 50 for the research group, they were tested 
using a driving simulator and the number of driving errors recorded. 

1. Open the STATISTICA spreadsheet ‘. The file contains data from the research group for the pilot 
study.  

2. Compute the descriptive statistics for ‘Research’ using STATISTICA.

3. Create a histogram for the variable ‘Research’.

4. Calculate the cut-off raw score for the pilot study. What will the cut-off Z score be? Which tail 
will you use? Or will you use both?

5. Calculate power for the pilot study.
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6. Calculate the effect size for the pilot study.  Assume that the population standard deviation σ = 5.

7. Open the probability calculator. Enter the cut-off raw score into the X value. Enter the research 
group mean and standard deviation. Untick the ‘Fixed Scaling’ box. Click on compute. 
What is the value of p? 
What does it mean?
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 Module 6

At the end of this module students should be able to:
• explain the logic of the t test for dependent means
• calculate degrees of freedom
• list the assumptions of the t test for dependent means
• describe the typical research designs that use the t test for dependent means
• calculate the t test for dependent means
• distinguish between scores and differences between means
• calculate effect size for the t test for dependent means
• estimate power using a table

At the end of this module students should be able use STATISTICA to:
• compute the t test for dependent means
• interpret the results box for the t test for dependent means

Theory

The logic of the t test for dependent means

In earlier modules we have learned how to compare scores to distributions of scores, and means to 
distributions of means.  However, sometimes researchers are interested in whether participants’ 
scores on a dependent variable change as a result of some treatment.  A convenient way to do this is 
to compute a difference score (or change score) for each participant.  The researcher then tests 
whether the average difference score is significantly different from some value (often zero).  Thus, 
in this module we will learn how to compare mean difference scores to distributions of mean 
difference scores. 

Consider the following example:  A company has developed a new type of “Springer” shoes which 
are supposed to make children run faster (at least, this is what the company would like to claim in 
its advertisements!).  One way to test whether the “Springer” shoes really work would be to time 
how long it takes children to run some distance (say 200 metres) wearing either traditional or 
“Springer” shoes.  Half of the children would be timed wearing traditional shoes first, then given a 
rest, then timed with “Springer” shoes.  For the other half, the order of testing would be reversed. 
(This is called counterbalancing – can you see why it would be a good idea to do this?).  The 
researcher then computes a difference score for each child (i.e, time with non-Springer shoes – time 
with Springer shoes).  The advantage of using difference scores is that the test is more sensitive to 
the comparison we are really interested in (i.e., Springer vs non-Springer) – in effect, individual 
differences in running speed are cancelled out because each child serves as his or her own control.  

Thus, each child has two time scores. In a t test for dependent means these two scores are converted 
into one difference score. Specifically, if child A has a non-Springer time of 22 seconds and a 
“Springer” time of 19.5 seconds, their change score will be 2.5 seconds (non-Springer – Springer). 
If child B has a non-Springer time of 20.5 seconds and a “Springer” time of 21 seconds, their 
change score will be -0.5 seconds. The mean difference score is the mean of all of the difference 
scores for the group. It can also be calculated by finding the mean non-Springer time and the mean 
“Springer” time and calculating the difference.
The researcher would like to show that the Springer shoes make children run faster, which implies 
that the mean difference score should be positive (i.e., it takes them longer to run 200 metres with 
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non-Springer shoes).  Thus the null hypothesis will be that the mean difference score is zero.  The 
logic of the null hypothesis testing procedure will be exactly the same as before when we were 
comparing a sample mean against a value predicted by the null hypothesis.  However, the 
comparison distribution is no longer normal – instead, mean difference scores are distributed 
according to the t distribution.  The t distribution is similar to the normal in that it is unimodal and 
symmetrical, and if the sample size is very large then for all practical purposes the distribution is 
essentially normal.  However, for smaller sample sizes the “tails” of the t distribution are “fatter”, 
which means that the cutoff value that must be reached for significance depends on the sample size. 
To find the cutoff value you must calculate the degrees of freedom for the sample size.

Calculating degrees of freedom

Degrees of freedom (df) is calculated using the formula n-1. It is called the “degrees of freedom” 
because it is the number of scores in the sample that are free to change while maintaining the same 
sample mean. 

Example: A sample of eight scores has a mean of 5.75. 

Participant Score Altered score
1 5 6
2 6 7
3 8 9
4 4 5
5 7 8
6 2 3
7 5 6
8 9 2 set by the other values, so is not ‘free’ to alter.

 Mean = 5.75     Mean = 5.75
 

The assumptions of the t test for dependent means

The t test for dependent means follows the logic of Null Hypothesis Significance Testing. Therefore 
an assumption of this test is that the distribution of individual difference scores in the population is 
normal.  The t test is fairly robust and will still work in cases of a moderate violation of the 
assumption of normality.

The t test also assumes that the observations in the sample are independent – in other words, that 
results for each participant are unaffected by results for other participants.  

Research design characteristics that use the t test for dependent means

One of the most important issues in research design is to reduce error – i.e., variability between 
subjects or groups that is not related to an independent variable.  The more we can reduce error, the 
more rigorous and sensitive is our research design.  One way in which researchers can minimize 
error is by using random assignment. It is hoped that by randomly selecting participants and 
randomly assigning them to a group the chances are that the groups will not differ in any systematic 
way (except for the independent variable). Another way of reducing error is to use the same group 
of participants in both conditions.  In this type of design (called “within subjects”), difference 
scores between the conditions are computed.  Variability from individual differences is effectively 
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Seven of the eight scores (n = 8) can be 
increased by 1. The eighth score has to 
compensate for the other seven altered scores 
in order to maintain the mean value. Therefore, 
the eighth score is not ‘free’ to alter – its value 
is determined by the other seven. Thus, there 
are seven degrees of freedom (df = n-1).



removed by computed difference scores.  This reduces the standard deviation of the comparison 
distribution for the t test. As we saw in Module 5, power increased as the standard deviation of our 
distribution of means decreased. Thus, research designs that employ the dependent means t test 
have a relatively high degree of statistical power.

The term ‘dependent means’ refers to the fact that the two groups of scores are related to each other. 
Usually this is because they have come from the same participants tested on two separate occasions 
or under two different conditions.  While this is a very useful feature in research design there are 
some factors that need to be considered. For example, when the same participants are measured 
more than once we need to consider the possibility that the experimental process is having an effect 
on the scores. Is there a possibility that subsequent measurements are affected by learning, time or 
fatigue variables that are not included in the independent variable? To minimize these problems, 
researchers usually counterbalance the order of conditions.

Calculating the t test for dependent means

Calculating the t test for dependent means employs many of the same steps that were used in Null 
Hypothesis Significance Testing in Module 4.

1. Is a one or two tailed test required?
2. Calculate the degrees of freedom for your sample size to determine which t distribution of 

mean differences to use.
3. What is/are the cut-off t score(s) for the desired alpha level on the comparison distribution 

of mean differences?

In calculating the t test for dependent means we add an extra step. In the Z test we compared our 
sample mean to the comparison distribution of means. In the t test for dependent means we have 
two sets of scores which we must convert to a single set of difference scores.  We then compute 
the mean difference score for our sample, and compare that mean to a distribution of mean 
difference scores.  

4.  Compute the sample mean difference score
5.  Convert the mean difference score to a t score.
6.  Is it more extreme than the cut-off t score(s)?
 Yes. Conclusion: the mean difference score deviates from zero to a greater extent than 

would be expected on the basis of chance.  Therefore we reject the null hypothesis and 
conclude that the population mean difference score is not zero.  

 No. Conclusion:  The mean difference score does not deviate from zero to a greater extent 
that would be expected by chance.  We fail to reject the null hypothesis.  

Example: Employer Henry wants to introduce a new management strategy that he hopes will 
improve the job satisfaction of his staff. Henry measures the job satisfaction of his workers before 
inplementing the new system. At the end of two months Henry measured the work satisfaction of 
his staff again. Work Satisfaction is measured on a 9 point scale with 0 being totally unsatisfied and 
8 being totally satisfied. Henry chose the 5% significance level.  The results are shown in the table 
below.
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Work Satisfaction
Employee Old System New System Difference Score

1 6 4 2
2 6 4 2
3 8 3 5
4 7 2 5
5 4 5 -1
6 3 1 2

Mean = 5.67 Mean = 3.17 Mean = 2.5

Notice that the mean difference score is the same as the difference between the means of the two 
sets of raw scores.

• Is a one or two tailed test required? This is a one tailed test because Henry is expectating 
the new system to improve work satisfaction in his employees.

• The degrees of freedom are df = n-1. 
n = 6. df = 6-1, df = 5.

• What is/are the cut-off t score(s) for the desired alpha level on the comparison distribution 
of mean differences? From a table of t distribution cut-off scores the cut-off t scores for a 
one tailed test at p<0.05 with 5 degrees of freedom are 2.015.

• What is your sample mean difference score? The sample mean difference score is M = 2.5

• Convert the mean difference score to a t score. 
( )

M

M

S
Mt µ−= . This formula has the same 

format as the Z score formula that we learned in Module 2. This formula finds the location 
of the score to be compared (the sample mean difference in this case) on a standardised scale 
measured in standard deviations. 0=µ  As the comparison distribution is a distribution of 
mean differences. The Null Hypothesis is that there is no mean difference so the mean of the 
comparison distribution is 0 mean differences. The standard deviation of this distribution is 
a distribution of means standard deviation. Recall that the distribution of means standard 

deviation is estimated using the formula,
N

SM
σ=ˆ . The population standard deviation σ , 

is estimated from our sample using the formula, 
df
SS=σ . The table below shows how SS 

(the sum of the squared deviations) is calculated.

Employee Old New Difference Score Deviation Deviation Squared
1 6 4 2 -0.5 0.25
2 6 4 2 -0.5 0.25
3 8 3 5 2.5 6.25
4 7 2 5 2.5 6.25
5 4 5 -1 -3.5 12.25
6 3 1 2 -0.5 0.25

Mean = 5.67 Mean = 3.17 Mean = 2.5 Sum = 0 Sum = 25.5

df
SS=σ

5
5.25=σ 1.5=σ 26.2=σ
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Squared Deviations.



N
SM

σ=ˆ . 

45.2
26.2ˆ =MS

( )dpSM 292.0=

Now we have everything that is required to calculate t.

( )
M

M

S
Mt µ−=

( )
92.0

05.2 −=t

72.2=t

• Is it more extreme than the cut-off t score(s)?
t = 2.72 and the cut-off t score is 2.015, so the t value is more extreme than the cut-off. 
When reporting the results of a t test it is customary to include the degrees of freedom 
and the p value. 

t (5) = 2.72, p<0.05.
The degrees of freedom are reported in brackets as above. The t value is followed by a 
comma and the p value.

 Yes. Conclusion: Henry concludes that work satisfaction was better among his employees 
with the old system so he abandons his plans to roll out the new system.

Calculating effect size for the t test for dependent means

Effect size is the difference between the sample mean and the comparison mean measured in 
population standard deviations. The comparison mean for the t test for dependent means is 0. 
Therefore, the difference between the means will always be the same as the sample mean value. 
This simplifies the formula for effect size to: 

σ
Md = .

In Henry’s example M = 2.5 and σ = 2.26. 

Therefore, the effect size is 
26.2
5.2=d . 

So, d = 1.11. This is a large effect size. 

Estimating power using a table

Recall from Module 5 that power was influenced by sample size, effect size, and significance level. 
If we know the predicted effect size and the significance level we plan to use, the sample size 
required to achieve 80% power can be determined, most easily by looking up in a table.  Be sure to 
use the table that is appropriate for the specific test you’re conducting.  
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M = 2.5
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STATISTICA

Performing a t test for dependent means

When performing a t test for dependent means in STATISTICA the spreadsheet is set up with the 
data for each variable in a separate column. 

• Select ‘Basic Statistics and 
Tables’ from the ‘Statistics’ 
menu.

• Select ‘t-test, dependent 
samples’ and click on ‘OK’.

• Select the variables by clicking on 
the ‘Variables’ button. 

• Put the first variable in the first list 
and the second variable in the second 
list and Click ‘OK’.

• Click on the ‘Summary: T-tests’ 
button. 

Interpreting the results box for the t test for dependent means

The output shows the mean for each variable, the sample size (N) and the mean difference (Diff.). 
The output gives three different measures of standard deviation. The first two are the standard 
deviations for the data in each variable. The third standard deviation (Std.Dv.Diff.) is the standard 
deviation of the difference scores. This is the sample standard deviation (S) that was used as an 
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estimate of the population standard deviation (σ ) in the previous section of this module. The output 
gives the t value of the mean difference score and the degrees of freedom. The last cell of the output 
contains the p value. The p value is the proportion of cases in the comparison distribution that is 
beyond the obtained t value (i.e., the obtained significance level). In this case p is less than 0.05 so 
STATISTICA reports the output in red to indicate that the result is significant at the p<0.05 level 
for alpha. STATISTICA automatically does a two-tailed t test as it has no information to tell it that 
the test should be one-tailed or which direction is expected.  (Note:  If the research design requires a 
one-tailed test, ignore the colour of the output. Look at the p value and halve it.) 
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Lab Exercise 6

Neuro-implosive-facet Therapy (Nif-T) is a new potential treatment for severe procrastination 
suffered by university students that is currently being tested in the Psychology Department of the 
University of Canterbury. Ten randomly selected students have been tested using a previously 
validated measure of procrastination propensity. The students are then subjected to four weeks of 
Nif-T and after a further four weeks they are retested using the procrastination propensity measure. 
The procrastination propensity measure gives each participant a score out of 100. A score of 0 
indicates that the participant never procrastinates at all and a score of 100 indicates that the 
participant always procrastinates to the point that they never complete a task. Scores between 25 
and 50 are considered to be in the normal range. 

Part I: Calculate the t test for dependent means by hand.

The table below can be used to calculate the statistics required for the t test for dependent means. 
(There is a matching table in the t test for dependent means chapter of any edition of Aron & Aron, 
Statistics for Psychology). When doing the calculations use the p<0.05 alpha level and assume that 
the population of procrastination propensity scores is normally distributed.

Student Pre-test Post-test
1 53 13
2 63 28
3 14 26
4 52 48
5 75 35
6 51 10
7 6 30
8 20 9
9 55 10
10 19 53

1.  Hypothesis test
a.  Reframe the question into a research hypothesis and a null hypothesis about populations

b.  Determine the characteristics of the comparison distribution.
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c.  Determine the cutoff sample score on the comparison distribution at which the null hypothesis  
should be rejected

d.  Determine your sample’s score on the comparison distribution, and decide whether or not to  
reject the null hypothesis.  

2. Compute an estimated effect size for the study.  Is this a small, medium, or large effect?  

3. Find the estimated power for your study using the t test for dependent means table in your 
textbook. 
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Part II: Calculate the t test for dependent means using STATISTICA.

In order to increase the power of the study the experimenter in Part I repeated the experiment using 
exactly the same method with 100 randomly selected students.

1. Open STATISTICA. Open the spreadsheet ‘Nif-T’ . These data are the pre-test and post-test 
procrastination propensity scores of the 100 randomly selected students in the second experiment. 

2. Perform a t test for dependent means using STATISTICA.

What are the means of the pre-test and post-test scores?

What is the value of the sample mean?

What is the t value?

What is the p value?

What is the population standard deviation that you would use to calculate the effect size?

How would you report the results of the t test in the customary fashion?

Recall that STATISTICA does two-tailed t tests for dependent means. How do you interpret the 
output for a one-tailed test? (Hint: Look up the table of cut-off scores for the t distribution and 
compare the scores for one-tailed tests at p<0.05 with the scores for the two-tailed tests at p<0.10).

3. What do you conclude about the potential of Nif-T as a treatment for procrastination propensity?

4. How does your conclusion compare to the conclusion you reached in Part I? Why?
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Module 7

At the end of this module students should be able to:
• explain the logic of the t test for independent means
• calculate degrees of freedom for the t test for independent means
• list the assumptions of the t test for independent means
• describe the types of research designs that use the t test for independent means
• calculate the t test for independent means
• create distributions of differences between means
• estimate sample size required to achieve 80% power using a table

At the end of this module students should be able use STATISTICA to:
• compute a t test for independent means
• interpret the results box for the t test for independent means
• create distributions of means

Theory

The logic of the t test for independent means

In this module we are comparing mean difference scores to distributions of mean difference scores 
as we did in Module 6 with the t test for dependent means. In the case of the t test for independent 
means there are always two groups of subjects, and the scores collected from each group are 
independent of the other group.  The basic question asked by the t test for independent means is 
whether the average scores for the two groups are significantly different.  

The sample data from each group come from two different theoretical populations of individual 
scores. Each of these populations has a distribution of means for any given sample size.  However, 
because we are interested in testing whether the difference between the group means is significantly 
different from some value (typically zero), the comparison distribution must be a distribution of 
differences between sample means.  The distribution of differences between means can be worked 
out once you know what the distributions of means are corresponding to the two groups.  

Thus, in the t test for independent means the obtained difference between the group means is 
compared to a distribution of differences between group means.  The distribution of differences 
between means is a t distribution, similar to the t test for dependent means.  However, the standard 
deviation is larger (all else being equal) because variability in both groups contributes to variability 
in the distribution of differences between group means.  Similar to the t test for dependent means, 
the cutoff score depends on the degrees of freedom.

Calculating degrees of freedom

The t test for independent means uses two groups of participants and tests them once. Degrees of 
freedom (df) for the t test for independent means is the total degrees of from both groups of 
participants. This is calculated by adding the degrees of freedom of each group together. Recall that 
the degrees of freedom for each group is found using the formula n-1.
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dfTotal = df1 + df2

The assumptions of the t test for independent means

The t test for independent means like the t test for dependent means is based on the assumption of 
normality, i.e. that the populations corresponding to the two groups are normally distributed.  The t 
test is fairly robust and will still work in cases of a moderate violation of the assumption of 
normality. In addition the t test for independent means requires the assumption that the variances of 
the populations are the same (homogeneous).  The test is robust to moderate violations of 
homogeneity of variance.  Finally, the t test for independent means assumes that all observations are 
independent.  

Research design characteristics that use the t test for independent means
Research designs comparing two groups of scores are very common.  For example, a study might 
include an experimental group receiving some special treatment compared to a control group that 
does not.  With this type of design it is important to ensure that participants are randomly assigned 
to experimental and control groups.  However, the t test for independent means is a general 
procedure for comparing group means and can be used in non-experimental designs, for example 
comparing job satisfaction scores for male and female employees in a particular company. 

Calculating the t test for independent means

Calculating the t test for dependent means employs many of the same steps that were used in Null 
Hypothesis Significance Testing in Module 4.

1. Is a one or two tailed test required?
2. Calculate the degrees of freedom for your sample size to determine which t distribution of 

mean differences to use.
3. What is/are the cut-off t score(s) for the desired alpha level on the comparison distribution 

of mean differences?
4. What is the difference between your sample means?
5. Convert the difference between the means to a t score.
6. Is it more extreme than the cut-off t score(s)?
 Yes. Conclusion: the difference between the two groups is greater than would be expected 

on the basis of chance. Therefore, we reject the null hypothesis and conclude that the 
samples come from populations with different means. 

 No. Conclusion: the difference between the two groups is not greater than would be 
expected on the basis of chance.  We fail to reject the null hypothesis.  

Example: Martha is a paediatrician who works in a children’s ward that specialises in caring for 
children with a severe form of arthritis. She has obtained consent to test a new drug that is hoped to 
improve the mobility of these children. There are 32 children in the ward. They are randomly 
assigned to either the therapy group or the placebo group by a research assistant. Each day the 
children’s nurses score their level of mobility, measured as the amount of time (in minutes) they are 
active. Higher scores indicate better mobility. The nurses have no idea which group each child is in. 
Only the data collected on the final day is used for analysis. Martha chose the .05 significance level. 
The results are shown in the table below.
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Mobility Level (minutes active)
Drug Placebo
354 256
263 224
332 260
200 314
266 156
291 239
146 160
313 292
217 191
266 261
251 180
286 190
223 206
255 219
275 235
296 225

Mean = 264.55 Mean = 225.61
Variance = 2642.47 Variance = 2007.34

N = 16 N = 16
df = 15 df = 15

The difference between the means is 264.55 – 225.61 = 38.94. Now we compare that difference 
to a distribution of differences between means.

• Is a one or two tailed test required? This is a one tailed test because Martha predicting that 
the drug will improve the mobility of the children.

• The degrees of freedom are dfTotal = df1 + df2 

dfTotal = 15 + 15 = 30.
• What is/are the cut-off t score(s) for the desired alpha level on the comparison distribution 

of mean differences? From a table of t distribution cut-off scores the cut-off t score for a one 
tailed test at p<0.05 with 30 degrees of freedom is 1.698.

• What is the difference between your sample means? The difference between the means is 
264.55 – 225.61 = 38.94.

• Convert the difference between the means score to a t score. 
( )

DifferenceS
MMt 21 −

= . 

This formula is similar to the Z score formula that we learned in Module 2. It specifies the 
location of the score to be compared (the difference between the sample means in this case) on a 
standardised scale measured in standard deviations.  The Null Hypothesis is that there is no 
difference between the sample means, so the mean of the comparison distribution is 0. 

( )
Difference

Diff

S
M

t
µ−

= is equivalent to  
( )

Difference

PlaceboDrug

S
MM

t
−

= .

( )
DifferenceS

t 094.38 −= is equivalent to  
( )

DifferenceS
t 61.22555.264 −=

DifferenceS
t 94.38= is equivalent to  

DifferenceS
t 94.38=
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The denominator is the standard deviation of the distribution of differences between means (i.e., 
the comparison distribution).  To compute SDifference, we must first estimate the population 
variance ( 2σ ) from our sample. However, in this case we have two samples and each sample 
can provide an independent estimate of the population variance. Therefore, we use a pooled 
variance that is a weighted average of the two sample variances. The variances are weighted 
according to the degrees of freedom for each sample. In this example the samples are of equal 
size so the weighting is equal. Therefore, the pooled variance is simply the average of the two 
sample variances.

47.26422 =DrugS 34.20072 =PlaceboS

( ) ( )222
Placebo

Total

Placebo
Drug

Total

Drug
Pooled S

df
df

S
df
df

S +=

( ) ( )34.2007
30
1547.2642

30
152 +=PooledS

( ) ( )34.20075.047.26425.02 +=PooledS

905.23242 =PooledS

The populations corresponding to both groups have a corresponding distribution of means, from 
which our group means are sampled.  We need to find the variance of each of these distributions 
of means before we can find the variance of the comparison distribution (i.e. the distribution of 
differences between means):

N
S DrugM

2
2ˆ σ= . 

N
S PlaceboM

2
2ˆ σ= . 

For the population variance, we use the pooled estimate from our two groups:

N
S

S Pooled
DrugM

2
2 = . 

N
S

S Pooled
PlaceboM

2
2 = . 

16
905.23242 =DrugMS . 

16
905.23242 =PlaceboMS .

31.1452 =DrugMS  (2d.p.). 31.1452 =PlaceboMS  (2d.p.).

The next step is to compute the variance of our comparison distribution - the distribution of 
differences between the means.  Variance is additive, so that the variance of the distribution of 
differences between means is the sum of the variances of the distributions of means:  

222
PlaceboMDrugMDifference SSS += 62.29031.14531.1452 =+=DifferenceS

The standard deviation is the square root of the variance.
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05.1762.2902 === DifferenceDifference SS  (2d.p.).

Now we have everything that is required to calculate t.

( )
DifferenceS

MMt 21 −
=

( )
Difference

PlaceboDrug

S
MM

t
−

= .

( )
05.17

61.22555.264 −=t

05.17
94.38=t

 28.2=t  (2d.p.).

• Is it more extreme than the cut-off t score(s)?
t = 2.28 and the cut-off t score is 1.698, so the t value is more extreme than the cut-off. When 
reporting the results of a t test it is customary to include the degrees of freedom and the p value. 

t (30) = 2.28, p<0.05.
The degrees of freedom are reported in brackets as above. The t value is followed by a comma 
and the p value.

 Yes. Conclusion: Martha concludes that the new drug improved mobility in the children 
with arthritis.

Calculating effect size for the t test for independent means

Effect size is the difference between the samples means measured in population standard deviations. 
The population standard deviation is an estimate based on the pooled variance of both samples.

PooledS
MMd 21 −

= .

In Martha’s example MDrug = 264.55, MPlacebo = 225.61. 
SPooled = 2

PooledS = 905.2324  = 48.22.

Therefore, the effect size is 
22.48

61.22555.264 −=d . 

So, d = 0.8. This is a large effect size. 

Estimating the sample size required to achieve 80% power using a table

Recall from Module 5 that power was influenced by sample size, effect size, and significance level. 
If we know the predicted effect size and the significance level we plan to use, the sample size 
required to achieve 80% power can be determined, most easily by looking up in a table.  Be sure to 
use the table that is appropriate for the specific test you’re conducting.  
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STATISTICA

Performing a t test for independent means

When performing a t test for independent means in STATISTICA the spreadsheet is set up with the 
data for each variable or group in a separate column. 

• Select ‘Basic Statistics 
and Tables’ from the 
‘Statistics’ menu.

• Select ‘t-test, 
independent, by 
variables’ and click on 
‘OK’.

• Select the variables by clicking on the 
‘Variables’ button. 

• Put the first variable in the first list and 
the second variable in the second list 
and Click ‘OK’.

• Click on the ‘Summary: T-tests’ button. 
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Interpreting the results box for the t test for independent means

The output shows the mean for each group, the t value and the total degrees of freedom. After the 
degrees of freedom there is the p value. The p value is the proportion of cases in the comparison 
distribution that is beyond the sample t value. In this case p is less than 0.05 so STATISTICA 
reports the output in red to indicate that the result is significant at the p<0.05 level for alpha. 
STATISTICA automatically does a two-tailed t test as it has no information to tell it that the test 
should be one-tailed or which direction is expected. In this example we want a one tailed test. Even 
for a one tailed test the p value is extreme enough to reject the Null Hypothesis at the p<0.05 level 
for alpha. Next is the sample size (N) for each group followed by each group’s standard deviation. 
These standard deviations can be used to estimate the pooled population variance as was done in the 
previous section of this module. 
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Lab Exercise 7

The University of Patagonia (UP) wants to test the written language skills of its students, 
specifically how good their students are at finding errors in a writing sample. A clever Psychology 
undergraduate (Ian) has pointed out that the results may have more to do with the particular writing 
sample than the language skills of the students. To prove his point Ian conducts an experiment.  He 
recruits 50 classmates as participants, and they are randomly assigned to one of two groups (25 in 
each group). Both groups are given a writing sample that is 250 words long containing 20 spelling 
and grammatical errors. The sample given to the first group is very light hearted and easy to read. 
The sample given to the second group is very technical and difficult to read. Both samples contain 
identical errors. 
The students have been asked to circle any errors they find as they read the piece of writing that 
they have been given. The number of errors identified by the students is recorded. Ian plans to test 
his results using the .05 significance level.

Part I: Calculate the t test for independent means by hand.

1. Open the STATISTICA file ‘Errors.sta’. This file contains a spreadsheet comprised of 5 variables 
and 25 empty cases. To fill the cases open and run the ‘GenerateEasy.svb’ and the 
‘GenerateHard.svb’ macro files which are also located in the class folder. The first two variables 
should fill with data. These are Ian’s results. 

a.  Reframe the question into a research hypothesis and a null hypothesis about populations

b.  Determine the characteristics of the comparison distribution.

Use STATISTICA to compute the descriptive statistics for both of the variables. Use these 
descriptive statistics to calculate by hand the estimated population variance based on your samples.

Now calculate the standard deviation of the distribution of differences between the means. 

c.  Determine the cutoff sample score on the comparison distribution at which the null hypothesis  
should be rejected
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d.  Determine your sample’s  t score on the comparison distribution, and decide whether or not to 
reject the null hypothesis.  

What can Ian conclude?

Ian is determined to have UP take his results seriously, so he surveys the research literature and 
finds that in other studies the difficulty of a writing sample affects the attention to detail paid by the 
reader. Ian was also able to compare the results of similar research. He found that the mean number 
of errors for easy writing was 13 errors out of a possible 20 with a standard deviation of 3.0 errors. 
The mean number of errors for difficult writing was 15 out of 20 with a standard deviation of 3.4 
errors.

4. Compute an estimated effect size for the study using the means and standard deviations that Ian 
found in the literature.  Is this a small, medium, or large effect?  
[Remember to use the pooled variance to calculate the pooled standard deviation.]

5. Find the estimated power for Ian’s study using a t test for independent means table.

6. How many participants would Ian need to have in each group to achieve 80% power?

Part II: Calculate the t test for independent means using STATISTICA.

5. Perform a t test for independent means on Ian’s results using STATISTICA.

a. What are the means of the ‘Easy’ and ‘Hard’ scores?

b. What is the sample t value?

c. How many degrees of freedom are there?
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d. What is the p value?

e. What value(s) would you use to estimate the population standard deviation that you would use to 
calculate the effect size?

f. How would you report the results of the t test in the customary fashion?

g. How does your result compare to the result you reached in Part I? 

Part III: Constructing the comparison distribution of differences between means using 
STATISTICA.

6. Increase the number of cases to 5000

7. To fill the cases in the columns ‘EasyMean’ and ‘HardMean’ open and run the 
‘GenEasyMean.svb’ and the ‘GenHardMean.svb’ macro files which are located in the class folder. 
The third and fourth variables should fill with data. These are the means of 5000 samples each 
containing 25 participants. 
Calculate the estimated standard deviation of these distribution of means by hand using the 
estimated population standard deviation. (This is the same estimated population standard deviation 
that you calculated in order to compute the effect size in Part I. If you can’t remember the formula 
look back at module 5).

8. Make a multiple histogram containing both ‘EasyMean’ and ‘HardMean’ variables. Make the 
number of ‘Categories’ quite large so that you can see some detail.

9. Enter the formula into the long name box of the variable ‘DiffMean’. If this variable contains the 
difference between the means contained in the variables ‘EasyMean’ and ‘HardMean’ what should 
you put in the long name box?

10. Compute the descriptive statistics for ‘EasyMean’, ‘HardMean’ and ‘DiffMean’. Be sure to 
include the variance. 

How does the mean of ‘DiffMean’ relate to the means of ‘EasyMean’ and ‘HardMean’? Why?

How does the variance of ‘DiffMean’ relate to the variances of ‘EasyMean’ and ‘HardMean’? 
Why?
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Module 8

At the end of this module students should be able to:
• explain the logic of Analysis of Variance (ANOVA)
• calculate degrees of freedom for ANOVA
• list the assumptions of ANOVA
• use the terminology of ANOVA
• calculate ANOVA 
• create and interpret a source table
• create and read an ANOVA graph
• calculate effect size for an ANOVA
• determine the power of an ANOVA

At the end of this module students should be able use STATISTICA to:
• set up a data file for an ANOVA
• create grouping variables
• perform an ANOVA
• create ANOVA graphs
• test the assumptions of ANOVA
• interpret the ANOVA output

Theory

The logic of the Analysis of Variance (ANOVA)
ANOVA is used to compare differences among group means when there are three or more groups. 
The objective is to determine whether or not there is a difference between any of the means of the 
populations represented by each group.  Thus, ANOVA is a statistical test against the null 
hypothesis that the means of the populations corresponding to the different groups are all equal (the 
“omnibus null hypothesis”).  ANOVA does this by comparing how much the group means differ 
from each other (“between groups variability”) relative to how much the scores vary within the 
groups (“within groups variability”).  Specifically, two estimates of the population variance are 
computed, one based on variability between the groups, and one based on variability within the 
groups.   The estimates are then compared by calculating a ratio – called an F ratio after the 
statistician, Fisher, who developed the test.  The comparison distribution for ANOVA is a 
distribution of F ratios – an F distribution.    

Calculating the degrees of freedom for ANOVA

The ANOVA ratio has two degrees of freedom, one for each variance in the ratio. There are degrees 
of freedom for the variance estimated from the group means (numerator df) and degrees of freedom 
for the variance estimated from within the groups (denominator df). The df for the numerator is 
found by subtracting 1 from the number of groups.

1−= GroupGroup Ndf Numerator degrees of freedom

The df for the denominator is found in the same way as the total degrees of freedom for the t test for 
independent means, by adding together the degrees of freedom for all of the groups.

...321 dfdfdfdfWithin ++= Denominator degrees of freedom
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For example, the degrees of freedom for an ANOVA with three groups of 30 participants each will 
be 2 and 87. As with the t test the degrees of freedom are customarily reported in brackets like this; 
F(2,87)=… The between groups df is reported first followed by a comma and then the within 
groups df.

The assumptions of ANOVA

The populations from which the samples have been drawn are assumed to be normally distributed 
with the same variance (i.e., homogeneity of variance). The ANOVA is fairly robust to moderate 
violations of these assumptions.  Similar to the t test, observations are assumed to be independent.  

ANOVA Terminology

The terminology of ANOVA can sometimes be confusing.  This is because there is often more than 
one way to describe a particular term 

Estimates of the population variance (S2) are sometimes called “mean squares” (MS).  This makes 
sense if we consider what variance is. The variance is the average (mean) amount of the squared 
deviation from the mean (error) of a group of scores.

The ANOVA (F) ratio is made up of two parts. 

The population variance estimate based on the means of the groups  
The population variance estimate based on the pooled variances within the groups

Thus there are two variance estimates, but unfortunately more than two names!  The estimates are 
sometimes identified by the location that they occupy in the ratio – the numerator (top number) or 
denominator (bottom number).  The degrees of freedom associated with each part of the ratio are 
often described as numerator and denominator degrees of freedom, particularly in tables of F ratio 
cut off scores.  Frequently, the numerator variance is called the “between groups” variance and the 
denominator variance is called the “within groups” variance. 

Below is a table showing some of the alternative terms for these two variances and their associated 
degrees of freedom.
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Also Called Degrees of Freedom

Population 
variance estimate 
based on group 
means

Between Groups Variance (
2
BetweenS )

Mean Squared Error Between ( BetweenMS )
Numerator Variance
“Effect Variance”
“Signal”

Number of groups – 1
dfGroup = NGroup – 1
dfBetween = NGroup – 1
dfNumerator = NGroup - 1

Pooled estimate 
of the population 
variance from 
the sample 
variances

Within Groups Variance 

2
WithinS

Mean Squared Error Within ( WithinMS )
Within groups population variance 
estimate
Denominator Variance
“Error Variance”
“Noise”

dfWithin = df1+df2+…
dfDenominator = df1+df2+…

Calculating an ANOVA 

The F ratio is calculated using the formula:

2

2

Within

Between

S
S

F = To calculate the ratio we need to find 2
BetweenS and 2

WithinS .

In previous modules we discussed the importance of comparing means to distributions of means 
and individual cases to distributions of individual cases. Similarly, in ANOVA we must compare a 
sample F ratio against a distribution of F ratios.  

How are the two estimates of the population variance obtained?  The within-groups variance is 
relatively straightforward – it is just the weighted average of the variances for each sample. The 
weighting is based on the sample size. Where the samples are all of the same size, the within groups 
variance is simply the average of the sample variances.

Group

Last
Within N

SSS
S

22
2

2
12 ... +++

=

The between-groups variance is more complicated.  Let’s start by treating the group means as just 
another set of scores for which we can compute a variance.  If we do this, we obtain:

( )
Between

M df
GMM

S ∑ −
=

2
2  

But this is a variance of a distribution of means – not the variance of a population of individual 
cases, which is what we need.  However, we can find the population variance by remembering that 
the variance of the distribution of means is the population variance divided by sample size, i.e. 

n
SSM

2
2 = .  That means that we can multiply the variance of the distribution of means by n 

to get an estimate of the population variance.  We call this estimate the between-groups variance:   
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( )( )nSS MBetween
22 =

 Example: A clinic that treats anxiety disorders offers four different forms of treatment to 
people suffering from anxiety disorders. The director of the clinic wants to ensure that patients are 
offered the best form of treatment, so he randomly assigns all new patients that have been 
diagnosed with Panic Disorder (PD) into one of the four treatment alternatives. At the conclusion of 
a programme of treatment the patients are assessed using a scale that measures their level of 
anxiety. High scores indicate a higher level of anxiety. The four treatment options are:

1) drug therapy, 
2) cognitive behavioural therapy by a clinical psychologist, 
3) hyperventilation and relaxation treatment by a physiotherapist,
4) a combination of psychotherapy and hyperventilation and relaxation treatment.

At the end of six months 184 patients (46 in each treatment option) have completed treatment. The 
clinic director chooses the .05 significance level for his statistical analysis. 

a.  Reframe the question into a research hypothesis and a null hypothesis about populations.

The table below shows the descriptive statistics obtained by the director of the clinic. 

Treatment N Mean Variance Df
Drug 46 59.00 139.37 45
CBT 46 46.24 127.51 45

Physio 46 56.12 105.67 45
Combination 46 41.90 109.22 45

Total = 184 Grand Mean = 50.815 Mean = 120.44 Within df  = 180
Variance of Means = 65.18

The total N is the total number of participants in all of the four groups. The Grand mean is the mean 
of all of the participants in all four groups. It is also the mean of the group means. The variance of 
means is the variance between the means of the groups. This is the distributions of means variance. 
The mean of the variance column is the within group variance and the total df is the within group 
degrees of freedom.

b.  Determine the characteristics of the comparison distribution.

To calculate the F ratio 2

2

Within

Between

S
S

F =  we need:

Group

Last
Within N

SSS
S

22
2

2
12 ... +++

= This is the mean of the variance column from the table above. 

4
22.10967.10551.12737.1392 +++=WithinS

44.1202 =WithinS

( )
Between

M df
GMM

S ∑ −
=

2
2 This is the Variance of Means from the table above. The table below shows 

how it is calculated.
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Means Deviation Score (M-GM) Deviation Squared (M-GM)2

59.00 8.1875 67.035
46.24 -4.5725 20.908
56.12 5.3075 28.170
41.89 -8.9225 79.611

Grand Mean = 50.8125 Sum = 0 Sum = 195.724

3
724.1952 =MS dfBetween = NGroup – 1 = 4 – 1 = 3

24.652 =MS
( )( )nSS MBetween

22 = This is the Variance of Means from the table above multiplied by the sample 
size (n = 46).

( ) ( )4624.652 =BetweenS  
04.30012 =BetweenS

c.  Determine the cutoff sample score on the comparison distribution at which the null hypothesis  
should be rejected.

The cutoff sample score on the comparison distribution is found by reading off the Cutoff Scores 
for the F Distribution table in your textbook. The numerator degrees of freedom = 3 and the 
denominator degrees of freedom = 180. At the .05 significance level the cutoff value = 2.61.
 
d.  Determine your sample’s  score on the comparison distribution, and decide whether or not to  
reject the null hypothesis.  

2

2

Within

Between

S
S

F =  = 
44.120
04.3001  = 24.92.

24.89 is bigger than the cutoff value of 2.61 therefore we reject the null hypothesis. The customary 
way to report an ANOVA result is similar to the t test, with the degrees of freedom in brackets. The 
ANOVA has two types of degrees of freedom. These separated by a comma with the numerator df 
first. The result for this example would be F(3, 180) = 24.92, p<0.05.

Creating and interpreting source tables

The source table shows the sources of variance in the F ratio. It contains the elements required to 
calculate the F ratio.
Source SS df MS F
Effect SSBetween dfBetween S2

Between F ratio

Error SSWithin dfWithin S2
Within

Total dfBet. + dfWith.

Here is the source table for the example used to calculate the F ratio earlier.
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Source SS df MS F
Effect 9003.12 3 3001.04 24.92

Error 21679.2 180 120.44

Total 183

Calculating effect size for an ANOVA

The measure of effect size for ANOVA is called f.  It is not the same as d for t tests, although the 
principle is similar.  Recall that d is the difference between the population means divided by the 
population standard deviation.  However, this won’t work for ANOVA because we have more than 
two groups.  Thus we use the standard deviation of the group means (which can be interpreted as a 
standardized difference between the group means).  This is divided by the population standard 
deviation:

Within

M

S
Sf =

Although at first glance this may look very like the F ratio, the differences are that the effect size 
compares standard deviations where the F ratio compares variances and the numerator uses the 
distribution of means standard deviation rather than the between groups standard deviation.
 
To apply this formula to the earlier example we need to calculate MS from 24.652 =MS by taking the 
square root. 08.824.65 ==MS . Similarly we find the within groups standard deviation by taking 
the square root of the within groups variance, 97.1044.120 ==WithinS .

74.0
97.10
08.8 ==f This is a large effect size for an ANOVA.

Determining the power of an ANOVA

The power of an ANOVA can be estimated from a table as long as the effect size is known (or can 
be estimated) and the number of groups and sample size are known. (See any edition of Aron & 
Aron, Statistics for Psychology). The number of participants required to achieve 80% power can 
also be estimated from a table where the expected effect size and the number of groups are known. 
(See any edition of Aron & Aron, Statistics for Psychology).
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STATISTICA

Setting up a data file for an ANOVA and creating 
grouping variables

The data file for ANOVA is set up differently from the data files 
that have been used in previous modules. When doing an ANOVA 
on multiple groups of participants, that have been measured once, 
the data file is arranged in two columns. All of the data goes in the 
first column. The second column is for the grouping variable. A 
grouping variable is a label (either a number or a text label) that 
identifies the group that the data in that row belongs to.

• This column contains the anxiety scores for all four groups.
• This column contains the grouping variable that identifies the treatment option that the 

corresponding anxiety score belongs to. In this example, the #1 identifies anxiety scores 
from the group that had the drug therapy treatment option. #2 identifies anxiety scores from 
the group that had the Cognitive Behavioural Therapy treatment option. 

Performing an ANOVA

• Select ‘ANOVA’ from the ‘Statistics’ menu.
• Select ‘One-way ANOVA’ from the ‘Type of analysis’ box.
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STATISTICA needs to know which 
variable contains the data and which 
variable contains the grouping variable 
(also called the ‘Categorical predictor’).

• Select the variables by clicking on 
the ‘Variables’ button. Put the 
variable containing the data (e.g. 
‘Anxiety’) in the dependent 
variable list and the grouping 
variable (e.g. ‘TmtOption’) as the 
‘Categorical predictor’. Click 
‘OK’.

Interpreting the ANOVA output

This is the ANOVA Results box. STATISTICA has different 
options for how to view the ANOVA results. This box is the 
starting point for accessing the various forms of results and 
additional tests associated with the ANOVA. 

• ‘All effects/Graphs’ provides a graph of the group 
means and their confidence intervals (shown below).

• ‘All effects’ provides a source table of the results.

• Whenever a path to 
view a result or test is 
taken from this 
ANOVA results box 
this button appears at the bottom of the screen. Click 
on the button to get back to this results box in order to 
take a different path to an alternative view of the 
results or perform a new test associated with the 
ANOVA.

• ‘More results’ is where the Levene’s test for 
homogeneity of variance can be found (see ‘Testing 
the assumptions of ANOVA’ below).

This is the source table obtained by clicking on the ‘All effects’ button.
• Ignore the ‘Intercept’ line. 
• The ‘TmtOption’ line is the 

‘Effect’ line in the source table 
shown in the earlier calculation 
of the example. 

• The slight difference in the 
numbers between the source 
table of the results calculated by 
hand and the STATISTICA 

source table are due to rounding errors made in the hand calculations.
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Creating ANOVA graphs

• To generate a graph of the ANOVA 
click on ‘All effects/Graphs’ (shown 
in the ‘ANOVA Results’ box above). 

• This is the ‘Table of All Effects’. Click 
‘OK’ to see the graph. 

• The Dependent variable is on 
the Y axis.

• The groups are on the X axis.
• The circles connected by the 

lines are the group means.
• The graph shows the group 

confidence interval as arms 
extending from the group 
mean. These are often called 
‘Error Bars’.

• The graph shows that the 
mean of group 2 falls well 
outside the confidence 
intervals of groups 1 and 3.

A significant ANOVA result tells us that there is a difference some where among the means. 
Looking at the graph we can get a better idea of where that difference is. Look at the means of the 
groups and see where they lie in relation to the confidence intervals of the other groups.

Testing the assumptions of ANOVA

The analysis of variance assumes that the variances of the populations from which the samples are 
drawn are the same (homogeneous). This is often referred to as the assumption of homogeneity of 
variance. STATISTICA can test this assumption using the Levene’s test. The Levene’s test 
compares the variances of the samples for any significant difference between them. If there is a 
significant difference then the null hypothesis of homogeneity is rejected.  ANOVA is relatively 
robust to violations of homogeneity of variance, but if the differences are very large (e.g., ratio of 
more than 3 between the largest and smallest variance), the researcher might consider whether 
corrective action is called for (e.g., data transformation), or perhaps an alternative statistical 
procedure to ANOVA (e.g., nonparametric tests).  
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• To do a Levene’s test click on 
the ‘More results’ button 
shown in the ‘ANOVA 
Results’ box above. 

The box of ‘More results’ contains 
many tabs. 

• Click on the ‘Assumptions’ 
tab. 

• Click on the ‘Levene’s test 
(ANOVA)’ button.

This is the Levene’s test result. It is not significant so 
the assumption of homogeneity of variance is not 
violated. It is okay to go ahead and use ANOVA 
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Lab Exercise 8

Helen is interested in the observational learning patterns of 3 year old children. She wants to know 
what effect watching videos of childlike characters negotiating difficult interactions has on the 
consequent behaviour of children. Helen devises an experiment using three groups of children that 
are 3 years old. She has 60 children that she randomly assigns to the ‘Avoidant’ group, the ‘Violent’ 
group or the ‘Desirable’ group. Each group of children is shown a video of cartoon dinosaur 
children on an adventure. The characters find themselves in situations of conflict both within their 
party and with other characters that they meet. Each group has a slightly different video. All of the 
videos show the characters in the same situations but the way the characters respond to these 
situations differs in each video. The video shown to the avoidant group depicts the characters 
dealing with conflict by running away from it. The characters in the video shown to the violent 
group, deal with conflict through the use of physical or verbal violence. The characters respond to 
these situations with conflict resolution or by seeking help from a trusted adult in the video shown 
to the desirable group. After the videos were completed the children were allowed to play together 
with some new toys for one hour. They were observed and their behaviours coded. At the end of the 
session each child had a “prosocial behaviour score” calculated as the number of desirable 
behaviours minus the number of undesirable behaviours.  Helen plans to analyse her data using 
the .05 significance level.

Part I: Calculate the ANOVA by hand.

1. Open the STATISTICA file ‘Behaviour.sta’. This file contains a spreadsheet comprised of 3 
variables and 20 cases. These are the results for each of the three groups.
a.  Reframe the question into a research hypothesis and a null hypothesis about populations

b.  Determine the characteristics of the comparison distribution.

2. Use STATISTICA to compute the descriptive statistics for each of the variables. Use these 
descriptive statistics to calculate by hand the estimated population variance based on your samples.

3. Now calculate the variance of the distribution of means. 

4. Use the variance of the distribution of means to find the between groups variance.
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5. Use the Cutoff Scores for the F Distribution table in your textbook to find the cutoff score.
c.  Determine the cutoff score on the comparison distribution at which the null hypothesis should be 
rejected

6. Complete this source table using the answers that you have calculated by hand.

Source SS df MS F
Effect

Error

d.  Determine your sample’s  score on the comparison distribution, and decide whether or not to  
reject the null hypothesis.  

7. What should Helen conclude?

8. Compute an estimated effect size (f) for the study.  Is this a small, medium, or large effect?  
[Remember that the numbers equating to a small, medium, or large effect size are different for 
ANOVA.]

9. Find the estimated power for Helen’s study using the table in your textbook.

10. How many participants would Helen need to have in each group to achieve 80% power?

Part II: Calculate the ANOVA using STATISTICA.
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11. Open a new spreadsheet. Label variable 1, ‘Behaviour’ and variable 2 ‘Group’. Copy and paste 
Helen’s data into your new spreadsheet using the format for an ANOVA.

12. Perform a one way ANOVA on Helen’s data using STATISTICA. Fill in the source table with 
the results from STATISTICA. 

Source SS df MS F
Effect

Error

13. How do your two source tables compare? Are your conclusions the same as for Part I?

14. Perform a Levene’s test to test the assumption of homogeneity of variance. 
Is it significant? 

Do we have sufficient homogeneity of variance to do an ANOVA?

14. Generate the ANOVA graph. What can you conclude by looking at the graph?

15. Identify the following parts of the ANOVA graph:
‘Avoidant’ group mean
‘Violent’ group confidence interval
The dependent variable

16. By just looking at the graph, can you see which groups might be significantly different to the 
others and which are not? Why do you think so?
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Module 9

At the end of this module students should be able to:
• calculate an ANOVA using the structural model
• explain the difference between post-hoc comparisons and t tests 

At the end of this module students should be able use STATISTICA to:
• use text labels for grouping variables
• compute an ANOVA and correctly interpret the output
• perform post hoc comparisons for an ANOVA

Theory

Calculating the Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) using the structural model
Recall that the variance is based on deviations of scores from a mean.  In previous modules, we 
have described deviation in terms of the difference between a particular score and its group mean. 
In the structural model for ANOVA, we will examine deviations of scores from group means (M) as 
well deviations from the “grand mean” (GM).  The grand mean is the overall mean of all of the 
scores from all of the groups. It can also be found by calculating the mean of the group means (if 
sample size is equal across groups). The structural model takes the deviation of each of the scores 
from the grand mean (X – GM) and divides into two components. These components are the 
deviation of the score from its group mean (X – M) and the deviation of the group mean fro the 
grand mean (M – GM):

)()( GMMMXGMX −+−=−

Thus, the deviation of each score from the grand mean is broken up into two components. The table 
below shows how each component of the deviation can then be squared.  The squared deviations are 
summed to provide 1) the sum of squared deviations from the grand mean (SSTotal); 2) the sum of 
squared deviations ‘within groups’, i.e. from the group mean (SSWithin); and 3) the sum of squared 
deviations ‘between groups’, i.e., from the group mean to the grand mean (SSBetween).  

X X – GM (X – GM)2 X –M (X –M)2 M – GM (M – GM)2

Sum = SSTotal Sum = 0 Sum = SSWithin Sum = SSBetween

SSWithin is then divided by dfWithin to get S2
Within. SSBetween is divided by dfBetween to get S2

Between.

These are all of the elements required to calculate the F ratio.

Example: The Psychology department is interested in monitoring the workload of its 
postgraduate students. Five students from three different masters’ programmes are surveyed to find 
the number of hours they spend studying each week. The first group are students enrolled in the 
second year of the Industrial and Organisational Psychology programme. The second group are 
second year Clinical students and the third group are Thesis students in their second year. Is there a 
significant difference in the number study hours between these three programmes at the p<0.05 
alpha level?
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The table below displays the study hours of each student in the three groups in the first column. The 
second and third columns contain the deviations and the squared deviations of each score from the 
grand mean (the overall mean number of study hours for all 15 students). Column 4 and 5 are the 
deviation and squared deviation of each score from its own group mean. The last two columns 
present the deviation and squared deviation of the group mean from the grand mean. Each column 
is summed at the bottom giving SSTotal, SSWithin and SSBetween.

Clinical X – GM (X – GM)2 X –M (X –M)2 M – GM (M – GM)2

49 8 64 3 9 5 25
44 3 9 -2 4 5 25
46 5 25 0 0 5 25
41 0 0 -5 25 5 25
50 9 81 4 16 5 25

M = 46 Sum=25 SS = 179 Sum = 0 SS = 54 Sum = 25 SS = 125
I/O X – GM (X – GM)2 X –M (X –M)2 M – GM (M – GM)2

44 3 9 4 16 -1 1
41 0 0 1 1 -1 1
38 -3 9 -2 4 -1 1
35 -6 36 -5 25 -1 1
42 1 1 2 4 -1 1

M = 40 Sum= -5 SS = 55 Sum = 0 Sum = 50 Sum = -5 SS = 5
Thesis X – GM (X – GM)2 X –M (X –M)2 M – GM (M – GM)2

34 -7 49 -3 9 -4 16
41 0 0 4 16 -4 16
32 -9 81 -5 25 -4 16
38 -3 9 1 1 -4 16
40 -1 1 3 9 -4 16

M = 37 Sum=-20 SS = 140 Sum = 0 SS = 60 Sum = -20 SS = 80
GM = 41 ΣSum = 0 SSTotal=374 ΣSum = 0 SSWithin=164 ΣSum = 0 SSBetween=210

*Check: SSTotal = SSWithin + SSBetween = 164 + 210 = 374

dfBetween = NGroup – 1 = 3 – 1 = 2

dfWithin = df1 + df2 + df3 = 4 + 4 + 4 = 12

Recall that the F ratio is: 2

2

Within

Between

S
S

F =

105
2

2102 ===
Between

Between
Between df

SS
S

667.13
12
1642 ===

Within

Within
Within df

SS
S

683.7
667.13

105
2

2

===
Within

Between

S
S

F

The ANOVA Results table for the example looks like this:
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Source SS df S2 F
Effect 210 2 105 7.683

Error 164 12 13.667

Total 374 14

The F(2,12)Cutoff = 3.89 at p<0.05. The obtained value of F is 7.683, which is greater than 3.89, 
therefore the null hypothesis is rejected. Conclusion: there is a difference in the mean number of 
hours spent studying each week among the students of the three different masters’ programmes.

Post hoc comparisons

Having established that the ANOVA result is significant and there really is a difference among the 
means the question remains, where do the differences lie? Are all the means different from each 
other or is just one mean different from the rest? Post hoc comparisons can be used to answer these 
questions. Post hoc means ‘after the fact’ meaning that these comparisons were not intended prior to 
running the experiment (comparisons between group means that were intended by the researcher 
prior to data collection are called planned comparisons.  For purposes of this example, let’s assume 
that no specific comparisons were planned beforehand).  Post hoc comparisons compare each group 
mean with every other group mean rather like a series of t tests. 

It may seem logical to use t tests. However, every time a t test is done there is a chance of making a 
type I error. This error occurs when the null hypothesis is rejected when in fact the null hypothesis 
is true. If the 5% significance level chosen for the t test then there is a 5% chance of making a type I 
error. If more than one t test is carried out on the same data as in the case of post hoc comparisons, 
then the probability of making a type I error for at least one of the comparisons increases with the 
number of comparisons.  Statisticians have come up with a variety of alternative procedures to solve 
this problem. These comparisons are often named after their creators. The comparisons vary in their 
degree of conservatism in terms of controlling the chance of a type I error. The least conservative is 
the Fisher LSD, next is the Tukey HSD and the most conservative is the Scheffe test.  

STATISTICA

Text labels for grouping variables
In module 8 the spreadsheet was set up using a 
grouping variable with numbers 1, 2, 3 and 4 
indicating the different groups. Because the 
grouping variable is simply a way of categorising 
the data, the labels given to the groups can be 
words or numbers. To apply text labels to the 
grouping variable double click on the grouping 
variable heading to bring up the grouping 
variable dialog box (this is where the long name 
box is found).  

• Click on the ‘Text Labels’ button.
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• Enter the Text label for 
the first group in the first 
row.

• If the grouping variable 
already contains numeric 
values enter the 
corresponding number in 
the numeric column. 

• Entering a description is 
optional. 

• The maximum number 
of characters possible for 
a text value is 8.

• Click ‘OK’ to implement 
the text values.

When the numeric values are entered into the grouping variable column they will automatically 
change to the text label.

Performing post hoc comparisons

• To perform a post hoc comparison follow the steps in 
Module 8 for performing an ANOVA using STATISTICA.

• Click on the ‘More results’ button at the bottom of the 
‘ANOVA Results’ dialog box.

• The post hoc comparisons are 
under the ‘Post-hoc’tab.

• Recall that the Levene’s test for 
homogeneity of variance is 
under the ‘Assumptions’ tab.

• The means, standard deviations 
and confidence intervals for the 
groups are found by clicking on 
the ‘Descriptive cell statistics’ 
button. 

• Select the desired test by clicking on the 
button.

o ‘Fisher LSD’ is the least 
conservative.

o ‘Scheffé’ is the most 
conservative.

o ‘Tukey HSD’ lies in between.
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The cells in the tables contain p values. The p value is the likelihood (according to the particular 
test) of finding a difference at least as large as that of obtained between the two means if the null 
hypothesis is true.  The mean of group 1 is compared with the mean of group 2 and the mean of 
group 2 is compared with the mean of group 1. Therefore, each p value occurs in the table twice.

• Fisher LSD test. This is the most liberal of these three tests. It is liberal because the 
p values that it provides are smaller than the p values given by the other tests. Therefore it is 
easier to reject the null hypothesis with this test than with the Tukey or the Scheffé tests. The 
Fisher test shows a significant difference between the means of the Clinical students and both 
the I/O students and the Thesis students.  

• This is the p value for the comparison of the 
mean of the Clinical students with the mean of the I/
O students (group 2). The difference is significant 
because the p value is less than 0.05.
• This is the p value for the comparison of the I/
O student mean and the Thesis student mean. The 
difference is not significant because the p value is 
greater than 0.05.

• Tukey HSD test. This is more conservative than the Fisher LSD test. The p values 
produced by the Tukey HSD test are bigger than those from the Fisher LSD test. Therefore it 
is more difficult to reject the null hypothesis with this test than with the Fisher LSD test. The 
p value shows no significant difference between the means of the Clinical students and the I/O 
students using the Tukey HSD comparison.

•  The p value for the comparison between the 
mean of the Clinical students and the mean of the 
I/O students (group 2). The difference is not 
significant because the p value is greater than 
0.05.
• The p value for the comparison of the I/O 
student mean and the Thesis student meanis higher 
than for the Fisher LSD test.

• Scheffé test. This is the most conservative of these three tests. It is considered 
conservative because the p values that it generates are larger than the p values given by the 
other tests. Therefore it is more difficult to reject the null hypothesis with this test than with 
either the Tukey or the Fisher tests. 
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Lab Exercise 9

Bevan is a clinician in dietary health clinic where he treats patients with health problems related to 
impoverished nutrician and obesity. Many of the patients claim that they do not overeat but are 
unable to control their weight because of their genetic makeup. Bevan decides to conduct an 
experiment to determine if there is a difference in the number of calories consumed daily by people 
of different body weights. He measures the body types of 15 ordinary people and finds that 5 of 
them have a healthy weight, 5 are obese and 5 are under weight. Bevan measures the caloric intake 
of each participant for one week and divides this number by seven to get their average daily calorie 
intake. Bevan analyses the data using the 5% significance level. 

Part I: Calculate the ANOVA by hand.

1. Complete the table to calculate the ANOVA using the structural model.

Healthy X – GM (X – GM)2 X –M (X –M)2 M – GM (M – GM)2

1759
1691
1560
1295
1378
M = 

Obese X – GM (X – GM)2 X –M (X –M)2 M – GM (M – GM)2

2020
1718
1442
1346
1891
M = 

Underweight X – GM (X – GM)2 X –M (X –M)2 M – GM (M – GM)2

1123
1072
963

1147
1213
M = 

GM = ΣSum = 0 SSTotal= ΣSum = 0 SSWithin= ΣSum = 0 SSBetween=
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2. Complete the Source table.

Source SS df S2 F
Effect

Error

Total

3. Determine the cutoff value on the F distribution.

4. Compare the cutoff value with the F value from the source table and draw your conclusions.

Part II: Calculate the ANOVA using STATISTICA.

5. Enter the data from Part I into a STATISTICA spreadsheet using text labels for the grouping 
variable. 

6. Perform an ANOVA. Put your results into the source table. Are your results the same as you 
obtained in Part I?

Source SS df S2 F
Effect

Error

Total

7. Check the assumption of homogeneity of variance with the Levene’s test. What do you 
conclude?

8. Generate a graph of the ANOVA. What do you conclude about the differences between the 
three means?

9. Perform three post hoc comparisons. What do the p values say about the differences 
between the means?
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Module 10

At the end of this module students should be able to:
• describe the logic of factorial ANOVA
• represent the structure of the factorial design with a source table
• calculate degrees of freedom
• interpret and report main effects and interactions

At the end of this module students should be able use STATISTICA to:
• use text labels for grouping variables for a factorial ANOVA design
• perform a factorial ANOVA
• create and interpret factorial ANOVA graphs

Theory

Factorial Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) 

The ANOVA calculations up to this point have involved three or more groups that differ in terms of 
one independent variable.  In factorial ANOVA we can study groups that differ in terms of more 
than one independent variable (“factor”).  Consider the question of teenagers’ performance at high 
school. There has been much publicity about the relatively poor performance of boys compared to 
girls. Does this pattern apply to all types of school or does it depend on whether it is a singlesex or 
coed school? This is a factorial design as we have two variables, gender (boys and girls), and two 
types of schools (single sex schools and coed schools). The factorial design is often represented as a 
table diagram:

Boys Girls
Coed school

Single sex school

In this example there are two conditions or levels of each factor. This could also be described as a 
“2 by 2” design. This design requires four groups as each condition on factor one is paired with 
each condition in factor two. This design allows for multiple comparisons using the same data. By 
comparing the rows we can determine whether there is a difference in academic performance 
between Coed and Single sex schools regardless of the sex of the students. Comparing the columns 
will show any difference between boys and girls regardless of the type of school. These 
comparisons between the rows and between the columns are called “Main effects”.  However, often 
the most interesting comparisons are the “Interactions”. An interaction occurs when the effect of a 
factor depends on the level or condition of another factor.  For example some studies have shown 
that girls perform better than boys but only in single sex schools. Furthermore in Coed schools boys 
out perfom the girls. This is an interaction. There is an effect for sex but the nature of the effect 
depends on the type of school.

The following table shows the average marks (out of 100) of 400 students on an academic test. The 
means come from 100 girls from coed schools, 100 girls from single sex schools, 100 boys from 
coed schools and 100 boys from single sex schools.
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Boys Girls
Coed school 83 77 = 80

Single sex school 77 83 = 80
 80 80

The means for the rows and columns show the main effects for school and sex. The means are the 
same indicating no difference hence there is no main effect for school or sex. However, when the 
group means within the cells are examined more closely, it is clear that the performances are 
different depending on gender and school. Girls indeed do perform better than boys but only in the 
single sex school condition. In the coed condition boys actually do better than the girls. So, the 
effect of sex depends on the school condition as is indicated by the arrows going in opposite 
directions. This is just one type of interaction.

Consider the following example:
Participants are asked to wait in in a public area before participating in a social psychology 
experiment. While they are waiting they see someone obviously in extreme pain collapse on 
the ground 15 metres away. There are two independent variables in the study. The first 
variable is the degree of similarity that the victim has to the participant in terms of age. The 
second variable is the social situation with respect to the presence of other people.  The 
participant is either alone, with a group of strangers or with a group of friends. The dependent 
variable is the time (measured in seconds) that it takes the participant to offer assistance. The 
researchers would like to know whether the independent variables (victim similarity and 
social situation) affect the response time of the participants, and in what way. There are six 
groups of 10 participants in each group. The 5% significance level will be used to analyse the 
results.

The table diagram looks like this:
Victim Similarity

Social Situation Same Age Different Age 
Alone 4.4 4.7 5.33
Group of Strangers 5.7 7.0 6.35
Group of Friends 5.9 9.5 7.70

5.33 7.07

The column means look different so there may be a main effect for Victim Similarity. The row 
means also look different so there may also be a main effect for Social Situation. 

Representing the Structure of the Factorial ANOVA in a Source Table 

In the table for one-way ANOVA, there was one row for effect and one for error.  The factorial 
ANOVA still has one row for the error but it has three rows for the effect as there are three possible 
effects in this design. There are two main effects and an interaction. Each has an F ratio. Where the 
one way ANOVA source table contained only one F ratio, the factorial ANOVA table contains 
three F ratios, one for each effect. 
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The ANOVA Results table for the factorial design looks like this:

Source SS df S2 F p
Effect :
   Columns SSColumns dfColumnsS2

ColumnsFColumns

   Rows SSRows dfRows S2
Rows FRows

   Interaction SSInteraction dfInteraction S2
Interaction FInteraction

Error SSWithin dfWithin S2
Within

Total SSTotal dfTotal

The F ratios can be calculated from the source table by dividing the variance for each effect by the 
within group variance.

2

2

Within

Columns
Columns S

S
F = 2

2

Within

Rows
Rows S

S
F = 2

2

Within

nInteractio
nInteractio S

S
F =

Here is the ANOVA Results table for the example above:

Source SS df S2 F p
Effect :
   Similarity 45.01 1 45.01 10.25 <0.005
   Social Situation 99.79 2 49.90 11.37 <0.0001
   Interaction 28.68 2 14.34 3.27 <0.05

Error 237.21 54 4.39
Total 410.69 59

25.10
39.4
01.45 ==SimilarityF 37.11

39.4
90.49 ==ationSocialSituF 27.3

39.4
34.14 ==nInteractioF

Calculating the Degrees of Freedom for the Factorial ANOVA 

The source table above includes five different degrees of freedom. 
dfWithin is calculated just as it was in previous modules by adding together the degrees of freedom for 
each of the groups.

LastWithin dfdfdfdfdf +++= ...321 . Example: 54999999 =+++++=Withindf

dfColumns is the number of conditions in the main effect represented by the columns minus one. 
This corresponds to 1−= ColumnsColumns Ndf . Example: 112 =−=Similaritydf

Similarly, dfRows is the number of conditions in the main effect represented by the rows minus one. 
This corresponds to 1−= RowsRows Ndf . Example: 213 =−=ationSocialSitudf

dfInteraction is the number of cells in the table diagram minus dfColumns minus dfRows minus one. 
(Alternatively dfInteraction may be obtained by multiplying dfRows and dfColumns.

1−−−= RowsColumnsCellsnInteractio dfdfNdf . Example: 21216 =−−−=nInteractiodf
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dfTotal is the total number of participants in the study minus one. 1−= NdfTotal . It can also be 
calculated by adding together dfColumns, dfRows, dfInteraction and dfWithin. 

WithinnInteractioRowsColumnsTotal dfdfdfdfdf +++= . Example: 5954221 =+++=Totaldf

Reporting and Interpreting Main Effects and Interactions 

The three F ratios are reported individually using the customary format with the degrees of freedom 
in brackets.  When interpreting the results, often the easiest way to decipher the nature of the effects 
(main effects and interactions) is to examine a graph of the group means. (See the section below). 

For the above example:
There is a significant main effect for victim similarity to the participant F(1, 54) = 10.25, p<0.005. 
The participants responded more quickly to victims that were of a similar age and race to 
themselves.
There is a significant main effect for social situation F(2, 54) = 11.37, p<0.0001. Participants 
responded most quickly when they were on their own. Response times were slower when the 
participant was in a group. 
There is a significant interaction between victim age similarity to the participant and social situation 
F(2, 54) =3.27, p <0.05.  The interaction means that the effect of social situation depends also on 
the similarity of the victim to the participant.  Victim similarity had no effect on response time 
when the participant was alone. The effect of the presence of friends rather than strangers slowed 
the reponse times only when the victim was of a different age than the participant. 

STATISTICA

Setting Up the Data Spreadsheet for the Factorial ANOVA 

The basic format of the data spreadsheet is covered in more detail in module 8. Using text labels is 
covered in Module 9.

• The data spreadsheet has only one column for the dependent 
variable containing the data for all of the groups.

• There are two grouping variable columns because there are two 
variables within which the participants are grouped. Example: 
Victim Similarity (Same or Different) and Social Situation (Alone 
or With Strangers or With Friends).

• The grouping variables are arranged to cover every grouping 
possibility. Example: (Same + Alone, Same + Strangers, Same + 
Friends, Different + Alone, Different + Strangers, Different + 
Friends).

• This is the grouping variable for the three conditions of social 
situation.

• These are the ten response times for the participants in one group. 
Each combination of the conditions for the two variables comprises 
one group.
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Performing a Factorial ANOVA 

• Click on ‘ANOVA’ under the 
‘Statistics’ menu.

• This dialog box will appear. 
Factorial ANOVA is the default selection so 
click ‘OK’.

• Select the variables according to the 
steps in Module 8. Remember that there are two 
grouping variables in the factorial ANOVA to 
be selected. Select them both. Click ‘OK’.

An ANOVA Results dialog box will appear. It is the same as the one in modules 8 & 9. 
• Click on ‘All effects’ for a 

source table of the results. 
• Ignore the ‘Intercept’ row of the 

results table.
• There are three F ratios, one for 

each effect and the interaction. 
• The results in red are significant 

at p<0.05.

Factorial ANOVA Graphs

It is possible to return to the ANOVA results dialog box at any time by clicking on the ‘ANOVA 
Results 1’ button at the bottom of the screen.
To generate a graph of the factorial ANOVA, click on the ‘All effects/Graphs’ button in the 
ANOVA results dialog box.

• This is a table of all of the 
effects. 

• Select the effect to be 
displayed on the graph 
and click ‘OK’.

• This graph shows the main 
effect for victim similarity.

• The means are the column 
means from the earlier 
example. No consideration is 
given to the impact of the 
variable social situation on 
these means (i.e. the results are 
pooled across social situation).

• The confidence intervals 
extending from the means are 
oftenm called the error bars.
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• When the Interaction is selected for the graph this 
‘Arrangement of Factors’ box appears. Select the 
variable to be represented by points on the x-axis and 
the variable to be displayed as lines on the graph.

• Click ‘OK’.

This is the graph of the Interaction. The conditions of the social situation variable are shown as 
points on the x-axis and the two alternatives for the victim similarity variable are displayed as the 
lines on the graph. The trend of both of the lines is that the ‘Alone’ condition has the lowest means 
and the ‘Friends’ condition has the highest means. This demonstrates the main effect for social 
situation. The lines are spread apart indicating that there is a main effect for victim similarity. The 
interaction is apparent in that the lines are not parallel. The specific nature of the main effects and 
the interaction become clear on close inspection of the graph.

• Note 1 on the 
graph points to two 
lines that are not 
parallel. These lines 
show that it makes no 
difference to the 
response time 
whether the 
participant is with a 
group of strangers or 
friends.
•  The difference 
between note 2 and 
note 3 shows that the 
effect social situation 
depends on the 
similarity of the 
victim to the 
participant.

It is very helpful to examine the graphs of the interaction and the main effects before trying to 
interpret the results of the factorial ANOVA. It can also be beneficial to generate a second version 
of the interaction graph with the factors arranged the opposite way around. In this example that 
would mean that the social situation variable would make up the line pattern and victim similarity 
would be points on the x-axis.
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1. These lines are not parallel 
indicating that the effect of the 
social situation between the 
strangers and friends conditions 
depends on the similarity of the 
victim.

3. These means are very close 
suggesting little or no effect of 
victim similarity.

2. These means 
are far apart 
suggesting a 
strong effect for 
victim 
similarity.



Lab Exercise 10

Paula is an educational psychologist. Her job requires her to develop and test assessment tools. She 
wants to know if males and females perform differently on multiple choice tests under various 
conditions. Paula designs an experiment using 60 male and 60 female students enrolled in a 
Statistics course. She randomly assigns them into three groups, with equal numbers of males and 
females in each group. All participants are then given a multiple choice exam that they believe will 
influence the grade they receive in the course. The three groups are different conditions of the test 
variable. Each group is told a different story regarding the penalty for wrong answers on the test. 
The first group are told that they will receive no penalty for a wrong answer. The second group are 
told that they will lose half a point for every wrong answer. The third group are told that they will 
be penalised one point for every wrong answer. There are 25 questions in the test. The dependent 
variable is the test performance measured as the number of questions answered correctly. Paula 
analyses the data using the 5% significance level. 

1. Draw a table diagram of the factorial ANOVA design. 

2. Open the STATISTICA file ‘MultiChoice.sta’ . Look in the long name box for a description of 
the variables. Generate the group means and write them in your matrix diagram. Calculate the 
column and row means and put them in the matrix diagram.

Can you detect any main effects or interactions by looking at the means? Note your suspicions here.

3. Calculate the within groups degrees of freedom, the df for each of the three effects and the total 
df.  

4. Open and set up a new spreadsheet in the appropriate format for a factorial ANOVA. Copy and 
paste the data into your new spreadsheet. Apply text labels to your grouping variables.
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5. Perform a factorial ANOVA. Draw a source table to represent the results.

6. Generate graphs of any significant main effects. Describe what you can see from the graph.

7. Generate a graph of the interaction. Try generating it again with the variables reversed. Does it 
make any difference to your interpretation?

8. Report the results of the interaction and the main effects in the customary manner and provide a 
full conclusion with each one.
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Glossary

A priori
This is a Latin term that means before the event. In statistical terms a priori refers to analysis design 
decisions that are made prior to the measurements being taken. This is usually regarded as being 
more appropriate than making these decisions as the data becomes available as there is less of a 
likelihood of the data influencing the design.

ANOVA (Analysis Of Variance)
Analysis Of Variance is a statistical test that analyses the variance between group means and 
compares that to the variance within the groups to make inferences about differences among the 
groups. It is used for the statistical analysis of three or more groups. 

Bivariate
Bivariate means two variables. A bivariate regression refers to a regression between two variables.

Correlation
Correlation literally means co-relationship between two or more variables. It describes the degree 
and nature of the relationship between variables that sees the scores obtained on one variable 
change in conjunction with the scores on another variable. If the scores on one variable increase as 
the scores on the other variable decrease it is a negative correlation. If the scores on both variables 
change in the same direction then it is a positive correlation. When the scores behave independently 
there is no correlation. Correlations do not have to be linear. A correlation is quantified by a 
correlation coefficient (r). They range from -1 to 1. A coefficient of r = -1 is a perfect negative 
correlation indicating that the scores of the two variables move exactly the same number of units in 
opposite directions. A coefficient of r =1 is a perfect positive correlation indicating that the two 
variables move exactly the same number of units in the same direction. A coefficient of r =0 
indicates no relationship as the variables are independent of one another.

Degrees of Freedom (df)
The degrees of freedom are the number of scores that can be set without changing the sum of those 
scores. For example, if you have a group of 4 scores all adding up to 10, you can specify what 3 of 
them will be. The last one must be the difference between the sum of the first 3 scores and the sum 
of the whole group of scores. So, if the first 3 scores are set at 6, 99, -14, and the sum of the group 
is 10 then the last score must be -81. Therefore, there are 3 scores that can be set without altering 
the group sum, thus, 3 degrees of freedom. Df = n-1.

Dependent variable
The dependent variable is the variable that is measured. It is called dependent because the 
measurement that is obtained on this variable is dependent on the independent variable. In this way 
the dependent variable gives researchers information about the behaviour of the independent or 
manipulated variable.

Descriptive statistics
Descriptive statistics are measurements of your dataset that describe it. They make no inferences 
about the underlying independent variable and how it behaves they simply describe the set of 
measures of your dependent variable. These measures include the range, the maximum and 
minimum, various measures of average and the spread of the data.
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Effect size
Effect size is a measure of the effect of the research manipulation. It is derived from the difference 
between at least two means – one from a group that has been manipulated and one from a group that 
has had no manipulation. This difference is compared to the spread of the data within the groups to 
establish a standardised measure of the degree to which the two (or more) groups differ. Therefore, 
it is a standardised measure of the effect of the manipulation.
 
Error
Error is the amount that the data deviates from the best fitting model. In effect, it is what the model 
cannot account for. 

Factorial ANOVA
Factorial Analysis Of Variance is a statistical test that analyses the variance between the means of 
groups that differ in the level to which they possess a particular factor. The group means are 
compared to the variance within the groups to make inferences about the impact of the different 
levels of the factors on the dependent variable. It can be used for the statistical analysis of more 
than one factor. 

Gradient
The gradient is the measure of the slope of a line on a graph. It is measured in units increased on the 
Y axis for every unit increased on the X axis. So, if the data depicted in the graph increases 0.46 
units on the Y axis for every unit increased on the X axis, the gradient will be 0.46. In the 
regression equation the symbol for the gradient is b.

Inferential statistics
Inferential Statistics use statistical procedures to make inferences regarding the existence and nature 
of relationships between groups. 

Intercept
The intercept of a line on a graph is the value on the Y axis when X =0. This is the point at which 
the line intercepts the Y axis. It is sometimes referred to as the Y intercept. In the regression 
equation the symbol for the intercept is a.

Long-name box
This is a box found by double clicking on the variable name at the top of the column in a 
STATISTICA worksheet, in to which a formula can be entered. The output produced by the 
formula fills the column that the long-name box relates to. 

Macro
A macro is a miniature programme that produces data to a set of predetermined parameters. These 
are used to demonstrate sampling from populations in labs.

Orthogonal
Orthogonal refers to variables that are independent of one another and therefore uncorrelated.
 
Parameters
Parameters are the descriptive characteristics of a population such as its mean, maximum, minimum 
and spread. These are seldom known so they are estimated through sample descriptive statistics.

Post hoc
Post hoc refers to comparisons between selections of groups done after the primary inferential 
analysis.
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Power
Statistical power is a measure of the likelihood that a research design will find a significant result in 
a particular population where a significant difference truly does exist. It is a measure of the 
adequacy of the research design, particularly the sample size, and the choice of significance level 
and the precision of the instruments of measurement. However, it is affected by the size of the 
effect separating the means of the two populations. This is something that is unknown and can only 
be estimated. Therefore, statistical power is always an estimate. 

Regression
A regression is a model that describes the relationship between the independent variable and the 
dependent variable. The regression equation that quantifies this model makes it possible to predict 
the score of an individual case on the dependent variable from the value of the independent variable 
for that case.

Significance level
This is used in Null Hypothesis Significance Testing. p (which stands for probability) determines 
the likelihood that the experimental distribution and the comparison distribution come from the 
same population. In order for this likelihood to be considered significantly small enough to 
conclude that the distributions describe different populations it must by less than the significance 
level. This arbitrary point is usually 1% or 5%.

Standard Error
This is the same as the standard deviation. It is a standardised measure of the amount of spread 
there is in a dataset. A high amount of standard deviation (or standard error) shows that the 
individual cases are widely dispersed and a low standard deviation indicates that the cases are 
grouped closely together. This is the square root of the variance.

Statistics
Statistics are the descriptive characteristics of the dataset taken from a sample such as its mean, 
maximum, minimum and spread. These are used to estimate the characteristics of the population 
that the sample was taken from and to make inferences regarding the relationships between 
variables.

Variance
Variance is a measure of the amount of spread there is in a dataset. A high amount of variance 
shows that the individual cases are widely dispersed and a low variance indicates that the cases are 
grouped closely together. This can be found by squaring the standard deviation.
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